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INTRODUCTION 
The past two decades h~ve witnessed the movement of increasing 
numbers of native persons from rural areas and reservations to 
urban centres. Although this phenomenon has occurred in all 
regions of Canada, it has been especially pronounced in Canada's 
western provinces (e.g. Siggner 1979 and D.R.E.E., 1980) and 
has led to the very rapid growth of native populations in major 
prairie cities. A small, but rapidly growing, body of research 
has attempted to document various aspects of the native migration 
process. Major gaps in our understanding however, remain; 
especially with regard to the characteristics of and circumstances 
experienced by the native populations which now reside in urban 
centres. 
This report highlights some of the principal findings of 
an on-going research program investigating the demographic 
compos1tion 
population. 
related to 
and economic circumstances of Winnipeg's native 
Of particular concern in this study are issues 
patterns of employment and labour force activity among 
the city's native population. 
It should be noted at the outset that the analysis is largely 
descriptive and exploratory in nature. We have taken this approach 
since the theoretical foundation of urban native research is poorly 
developed and since the data set upon which the study is based is 
relatively small (in terms of sample size), thus constraining the 
level of detail which can be accommodated in formal statistical 
analysis. 
The report is organized into six sections. Section one outlines 
briefly the nature of previous urban native research w]th special 
emphasis on the employment patterns of urban native peoples. A 
second section provides an overview of the study area and a 
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discussion of the data bases, conceptual constraints and methodological 
frameworks employed in the study. Section three presents the results 
of an analysis of recent native migration into the city and provides 
estimates and projections of the size and demographic composition 
of the city's native population. Section four presents a series of 
indicators of native labour force activity and employment patterns 
including unemployment and labour force participation rates, 
occupational classifications, employment stability and occupational 
mobility. Analysis of native incomes, income adequacy~ sources of 
incomes, and transfer payment dependency are included in section 
five. A brief summary and discussion of the implications of the 
study's findings for labour market policy follow. 
1. RECENT NATIVE RESEARCH: THE MANITOBA CONTEXT 
As noted in the introduction, research concerning the migration 
of native peoples to urban areas and more generall~ research 
focussing on the characteristics and circumstances of urban native 
populations is scarce. Previous research can be classified 
according to three broad subject areas. First, a number of studies 
examine various facets of the migration process itself including 
such elements as frequency counts of migrants, duration of 
migration, destination, reasons for migration, and so on. A 
second theme addresses the demographic and socio-economic characteristics 
of urban native peoples. For the most part this research has been 
descriptive in nature and, at least implicitly, has intended to 
compare urban natives to non-natives and/or rural natives. ''Institutional" 
analysis constitutes the third major theme of urban native research. 
Such studies in general attempt examination of the growth and 
functioning of native institutions in urban settings and examination 
of the institutional interaction between native and non-native society. 
Underlying many of these studies is concern regarding urban native 
cultural and socio-political activities. 
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Existing research can also be grouped on methodological 
grounds. The bulk of existing work has relied on non-survey 
information (e.g. personal experiences, expert opinions and other 
impressionistic information). Although research of this type has 
provided some useful and insightful knowledge of the life 
experiences and socio-economic conditions of urban native people, 
such studies rarely support generalized statements regarding the 
total urban native population. 
The second category of research, which can be described as 
quantitative, involves the use of survey/questionnaire techniques 
to establish data bases-capable of supporting statistical 
analysis. Survey based research presently comprises a very small 
portion of the available literature on urban native populatjons. 
t·1oreover, most existing survey based studies suffer from me tho dolo-
gical and conceptual inadequacies. 
-1 Recent Patterns of Migration in Manitoba 
Research addressing the migration of native peoples to 
urban centres has been severely hampered by the lack of systematic 
collected data. The majority of existing research has been based 
on data contained in thP. D.I.A.N.D. band registries. This research 
(e.g. Siggner 1977,1979; Siggner and Locatelli 1980; D.R.E.E., 
1980) has provided generally reliable estimates of the rate of 
movement of Status Indians off-reserves. In Manitoba for example, 
a recent D.R.E.E. (1980) study has revealed that approximately 
25 percent (11,000) of the provincial Status Indian population 
resides off-reserve. The study also identifies several important 
parameters of recent migration patterns summarized below: 
a) In 1977, 46 percent of the off-reserve population 
was less than 14 years of age and 45 percent was 
between the ages of 15 and 44. 
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b) There were significantly more women than men residing 
off-reserve, particularly among the 15-29 year age 
cohorts. 
c) Growth in the off-reserve population increased in all 
sub-regions of the province. Movement off-reserve 
was largest among bands located in southern regions 
of the province. 
Although the D.I.A.N.D. band registries provide a useful 
starting point for investigation of native migration patterns, 
they do not contain information on the location of off-reserve 
residents and as such are of little use in addressing a number of 
very important questions regarding migration patterns. 
Research concerning migration patterns of Metis and Non-Status 
Indians (MNSI) in Manitoba is virtually non-existant. Most studies 
to date which comment on MNSI migration have explicitly or 
implicitly assumed that the composition and size of the MNSI 
migrant population are similar (or in some fixed proportion) 
to the migrant Status Indian population. There are no available 
data to substantiate this assumption. 
One of the most commonly addressed questions in existing 
research has been that of motivation or reasons for migration. 
The results which have emerged from several studies in this 
regard are generally consistent and point to the importance of 
economic and employment factors as the dominant reasons underlying 
migration. A Manitoba Indian Brotherhood (MIB, 1970) survey 
based on a sample of 846 Status Indians, found that 40.2 percent 
migrated for economic reasons. The Indian-Metis Urban Probe 
(I.U.S./IMFC, 1971) similarly found that 42.9 percent of natives 
interviewed-cited economic reasons. These results are substantiated 
by several Winnipeg and Manitoba based case studies (e.g. Sealey 
and Kirkness, 1974; Lurie, 1967; Kerri, 1978; Schaeffer, 1978; 
CRDC, 1978) as well as by research in national perspective (e.g. 
Gerber, 1977). 
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Studies of reserve/rural community economic conditions 
would bear out the contentions of migration research. Not 
surprisingly such research finds high unemployment, low income, 
and high welfare dependency rates on reserves (see D.R.E.E. 
cited in CEIC, 1979: 3; Kerri, 1977; NCC/CEIC, 1977; IRSC, 1976). 
In addition to these descriptive works, analyses by Deprez and 
Sigurdson (1969: 9-10); Lithman (1973) and Kerri (1978) have 
led to the recommendation that reserves require economic development 
programmes not simply employment creation. These prescriptions 
are supported by Deprez's (1973) conclusion that educational 
upgrading is ineffective in the absence of economic development. 
l-2 Native Economic Conditions and Employment 
-
Few systematic studies of the economic conditions and 
employment patterns of Winnipeg's native population have been 
carried out. In addition, available research suffers from an 
inadequate disaggregation of the native population. Labour force 
activity and incomes, for example, have not been examined across 
various population characteristics such as household type, age, 
sex, education and native sub-group. Moreover, several very 
important issues related to native employment patterns have not 
been criticallyexamined within the Winnipeg context, including 
occupational distributions, employment stability and occupational 
mobility. Studies in other provinces and those national in scope 
have touched upon these issues. Dosman (1972: 47-67) for example 
argued that there is little or no occupational mobility within the group 
he studied. Similarily, Stanbury (1975: 334, 101, 383, 180-192) 
and Nagler (1970: 56-60) found urban natives worked in 'low-skill', 
low-paying jobs and were often periodically unemployed and Mooney 
(1976: 401) found urban natives to be unemployed for longer 
periods and more often than non-natives in similar occupations. 
McCaskill (1970: 221-230), Atwell (1969: 30-31), and Stanbury 
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(1975: 376-377) have also argued that variables such as education 
level and length of time in the city did not significantly affect 
native employment and income. 
A joint study by the Native Council of Canada and Canada 
Employment and Immigration Commission (1977) is the most compre-
hensive regarding Metis and Non-Status Indians. This national 
survey found that MNSI unemployment averaged33 percent (p. 16), 
average weekly earnings were 16 percent below the Canadian 
average (p. 22), and only 31.3 percent were employed on a full-
year basis (p. 24). Natives were also found to be highly over-
represented in low-skill, low-pay, low-entry level occupations 
(p. 40, 44). 
Although the NCC/CEIC study and the others mentioned 
earlier do not utilize the notion of a dual labour market, 
. (see for example, Smith, 1976), their results seem to indicate 
·the validity of the concept. The vast majority of urban and 
rural natives appear to be 'stuck' in a secondary labour market; 
that is, occupations which are low-paying, have low skill requirements, 
and present little opportunity for advancement. Although inconclusive, 
existing research suggests that there is very little movement 
into the primary labour market (occupations of higher skill 
level, high pay, and opportunities for advancement) either 
from the secondary market or through obtaining entry-level 
primary market occupations. The importance of this issue to 
employment policy and program development related to native 
peoples implies a need for more formal critical examination 
of the dual labour market construct. 
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2. THE STUDY AREA, DATA BASES AND METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES 
1 Employment Trends in Winnipeg 
Since patterns of employment and labour force activity 
among a population are conditioned to a large extent by the 
size and nature of the demand for labour services it is useful 
to outline briefly some of the major trends in recent employment 
and economic growth in the Winnipeg study area. Although 
few formal analyses of the city•s employment and economic base 
structure exist,it is possible with available statistics to 
identify major shifts in aggregate and sectoral employment growth. 1 
Our review and synthesis of statistics leads to the following 
general observations: 
a) In contrast with other major urban centers in 
western Canada, recent employment and economic 
growth in Winnipeg has been sluggish. 
b) The rate of employment growth in the city has declined 
since 1971 relative to the nation and is now less than 
one half that of the Canadian economy (see Table 1 ). 
c) In spite of slow growth, the city has constantly 
experienced much lower rates of unemployment than 
the nation as a whole (see Table 2). 
d) Recent employment growth has tended to be concentrated 
in service industries and other non-goods producing 
sectors (e.g. public.administration, financial and 
commercial services) (see Table 3 ). 
e) Manufacturing remains the largest employment sector in 
the city economy but has displayed relatively slow 
growth since 1971, (Table 3) and generally higher 
levels of labour surplus. 
1. This section of the report is not intended as a detailed 
analysis of employment patterns in Winnipeg. It has been included 
to provide the reader-with some general background information 
about recent employment growth in the city. Such information should 
serve as the general context within which the study•s findings 
concerning native employment and labour force activity should be 
interpreted. 
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TABLE 1 
Employment Growth, Winnipeg and Canada 
A B 
Hinni~ Canada Ratio A/B 
1957-71 29.2% 43.-i% .68 
1971-76 11.3% 17.2% .66 
1976-80 9.8% 20.6% .48 
TABLE 2 
TREND IN UNEMPLOYMENT RATES* 
1966 - 1976 
(Average Annual} 
Winnipeg as % 
Year Canada Win(~}eg of Canada (%) 
1966 3.6 2.8 77.8 
1967 4.1 2.7 65.9 
1968 4.8 3.7 77.1 
1969 4.7 2.8 59.6 
1970 5.9 4.8 81.4 
1971 6.4 5.2 81.3 
1972 6.3 4.8 76.2 
1973 5.6 4.0 71.4 
1974 5.4 3.2 59.3 
1975 6.9 4.0 60.0 
1976 7- l 4.9 69.0 
March 
1980 8.3 6.2 75.0 
* Sources: NHA, 1978: 56 
Statistics Canada, Cat. No. 71-001 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
T A B L E  
3  
E M P L O Y E D  L A B O U R  F O R C E  B Y  S E C T O R ,  1 9 5 7 - 1 9 7 6 . 1  
W i n n i p e g  
C a n a d a  
•  
S e c t o r  
1 9 5 7  
1 9 6 1  1 9 6 6  
1 9 7 1  
1 9 7 6  
1 9 5 7  
1 9 6 1  
1 9 6 6  
1 9 7 1  
1 9 7 6  
P r i m a r y  
2 . 0
2  
1 . 9  
1 .  8  
1  .  7  
1 . 6  9 2 6
4  
1  , 0 8 8  
1  , 0 6 8  
1  ' 1 6 0  
1  , 4 9 9  
( 1 . 1 )
3  
(  1  .  0 )  
( 0 . 9 )  
( 0 .  7 )  
( 0 . 6 )  
( 1 5 . 8 )  
( 1 7 . 9 )  ( 1 4 .  7 )  
( 1 4 . 3 )  
( 1 5 . 8 )  
M a n u f a c t u r i n g  
3 8 . 4  2 6 . 5  
4 1 . 3  4 1 . 9  4 5 . 2  
1  , 3 8 3  1  , 3 1 1  
1  , 6 1 8  
1 ,  5 9 4  
1  , 6 7 7  
(  2 1 .  7 )  
( 2 0 . 0 )  
( 1 9 . 5 )  ( 1 8 . 2 )  
( 1 7 . 7 )  ( 2 3 . 6 )  
( 2 1 . 5 )  
( 2 2 . 3 )  
( 1 9 . 6 )  
( 1 7 . 6 )  
C o n s t r u c t i o n  
9 . 6  1 1 . 3  1 2 . 3  
l l .  1  1 0 . 9  
5 2 5  
4 2 0  
5 4 1  
4 8 4  
4 7 8  
( 5 . 4 )  ( 6 . 2 )  ( 5 . 8 )  
( 4 . 9 )  ( 4 . 3 )  
( 8 . 9 )  
( 6 . 9 )  
( 7 . 5 )  
( 6 . 0 )  
( 5 . 0 )  
T r a n s p o r t a t i o n ,  C o m m u n i c a t i o n ,  
3 1 . 0  2 6 . 2  
2 6 . 6  
2 6 . 3  
2 6 . 4  
5 9 3  5 5 7  
5 9 9  
6 3 8  
7 1 7  
U t i l i t i e s  
( 1 7 . 5 )  
( 1 4 . 4 )  
( 1 2 . 5 )  
( 1 1 . 5 )  
( 1 0 . 3 )  
( 1 0 . 1 )  
(  9 .  1  )  
( 8 . 3 )  
( 7 . 9 )  ( 7 .  5 )  
T r a d e  
3 7 . 7  3 6 . 8  
4 3 . 6  4 5 . 7  
5 0 . 3  8 6 6  
9 0 5  
1  ' 1  0 4  1  ' 2 6 9  
1  ' 5 5 8  
(  2 1 .  2 )  
( 2 0 . 2 )  ( 2 0 . 6 )  
( 1 9 . 9 )  
( 1 0 . 3 )  
( 1 4 . 8 )  ( 1 4 . 9 )  
( 1 5 ' . 2 )  
( 1 5 . 6 )  
( 1 6 . 4 )  
F i n a n c e ,  I n s u r a n c e ,  
9 . 2  
1 0 . 0  1 0 . 9  
1 2 . 4  
1 4 . 8  
2 1 3  
2 3 6  
3 0 9  
3 4 9  
4 1 7  
I  
\ . 0  
R e a l  E s t a t e  
( 5 . 2 )  ( 5 . 5 )  
(  5 .  1  )  
( 5 . 4 )  
( 5 . 8 )  ( 3 . 6 )  ( 3 . 9 )  
( 3 . 9 )  
( 4 . 2 )  
( 4 . 6 )  
I  
C o m m e r c i a l  S e r v i c e s  
1 3 . 3  1 8 . 9  2 3 . 0  
2 6  . .  4  3 3 . 8  
4 1 3  
4 5 0  
6 2 5  
8 3 8  1  , 0 9 2  
(  7 .  5 )  
( 1 0 . 3 )  ( 1 0 . 8 )  
( 1 1 . 5 )  
( 1 3 . 2 )  ( 7 . 0 )  ( 7  . 4 )  (  8 .  6 )  
( 1 0 . 3 )  
( 1 1 . 5 )  
N o n - C o m m e r c i a l  S e r v i c e s  
1 6 . 2  1 9 . 8  
2 5 .  1  
3 3 . 1  
3 6 . 7  
4 9 4  
6 2 6  
8 2 4  
l  , 0 9 8  
1  ' 2 3 0  
( 9 . 1 )  ( 1 0 . 9 )  ( 1 1 . 9 )  
( 1 4 . 4 )  ( 1 4 . 3 )  
( 8 . - 4 )  
( 1 0 . 3 )  
( 1 1 . 4 )  ( 1 3 . 5 )  
( 1 2 . 9 )  
P u b l i c  A d m i n i s t r a t i o n ,  
1 4 . 7  
.  1 5 . 6  
1 8 . 5  2 0 . 7  
2 5 . 4  
4 5 8  4 9 7  5 8 6  
6 9 3  
8 2 9  
D e f e n c e  
( 8 . 3 )  
( 8 . 6 )  
(  8 .  7 )  
( 9 . 0 )  
( 9 . 9 )  (  7 .  8 )  ( 8 . 2 )  
( 8 . 1 )  
( 9 . 0 )  ( 9 . 9 )  
U n d e f i n e d  
5 . 4  5 . 5  9 . 0  1 0 . 4  
1 0 . 7  
( 3 . 0 )  ( 3 . 0 )  
( 4 . 3 )  ( 4 . 5 )  ( 4 . 2 )  
1 .  
S o u r c e :  
N H A ,  1 9 7 8 :  1 8 0 ,  1 8 2 .  
2 .  A c t u a l  n u m b e r  i n  O O O ' s .  
3 .  %  o f  t o t a l  e m p l o y e d  l a b o r  f o r c e .  
4 .  
I n c l u d e s  u n d e f i n e d .  
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f) Since 1976, an absolute decline in employment has 
occurred in the construction secto~ 
g) During the past decade there has been a steady 
shift in employment opportunities away from the 
central city to suburban areas. This spatial 
shift has been most pronounced with respect to 
low~skill - low entry level jobs. 
2-2 Date Bases 
The majority of data employed in the study are contained 
in two data bases; the Urban Native Housing Data Base initiated 
by the Institute of Urban Studies (I.U.S.) in July 1979, and 
the Social Planning Council (S.P.C.)of Winnipeg Survey of 
Households and Housing Units compiled in 1977. 
The I.U.S. urban native housing data base contains 
locational, demographic, socio-economic and housing unit 
information for a sample of native households residing in the 
Winnipeg metropolitan area. Statistics presented in this report 
are based on observations contained in the data base as of 
September 15, 1980. At that time the survey coverage included 
all of the central city area and approximately one half of the 
outer city and developed suburban areas. Census tracts covered 
by the survey are illustrated in Map 1. 
Observations on 614 native households and 2,303 native 
individuals were available for the study. This sample was 
obtained through interviewer contacts with more than 18,000 
households. Interviewers were instructed to contact households 
residing at every fifth (tenth) inner city (outer city) residential 
address-recorded on postal carrier route lists. Information was 
recorded only for those households indicating the presence of at 
least one household member of native ancestry. 
..-
r-
I 
086L '9L ~38W31d3S 01 A3A~ns 3S~8 ~1~0 3AI1~N ·s·n·r NI 030nlJNI S1J~~1 snSN3J 
~3~~ AOn1S 83diNNIM 
········· ··· -- t avw -- -
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The majority of data (employed in this study) relating 
to the general population of the city is drawn from the S.P.C. 
data file. This data file includes observations on 1,444 
households residing in the metropolitan area. Appendix A 
describes the range and nature of information includedin both 
the I.U.S. and S.P.C. data files. 
Most of the statistics presented in this report are 
population estimates generated from the sample data. With 
respect to the native population,estimates for the total city 
have been generated only for the purpose of projecting the 
size of the labour force. All other segments of the study 
present estimates for the native populations residing in the 
area covered by the survey (i.e. the shaded areas on Map 1). 2 
The general procedure for estimation is outlined briefly in 
Appendix B. 
Conceptual and Methodological Issues 
Several important conceptual and methodological weaknesses 
are present in much of the existing research on urban native 
populations. First, there has been no attempt to date to 
systematically analyse the demographic structure of the urban 
native population according to household sub-groups. In that 
employment patterns, incomes, economic needs and levels of 
consumption are closely associated with life cycle stages or 
2. Although estimates for the survey area are unbiased, 
incomplete survey coverage in the outer city area does not 
permit unbiased estimates to be generated for the total city 
at this time. In generating city wide estimates for projecting 
labour force growth, we have assumed that the outer city areas 
covered by the survey are representative of the total outer 
city area. It is our belief that this assumption will lead to 
somewhat higher than actual estimates. The reader should bear 
this in mind when reviewing the projections. 
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family development status (e.g. Rogers, 1962), the failure to 
include some notion of household type in previous research 
represents a serious deficiency. 
Second, few studies have attempted to compare directly 
the demographic composition and employment patterns of Status 
Indians to Metis and Non-Status Indians or to compare directly the 
attributes of the native population to those of the non-native 
or "general" population residing in the same urban area. As 
such many .of the findings of earlier research lack a well 
defined reference point for determining structural differences 
between the native and general populations. 
Third, the majority of formal statistical analyses of the 
urban native population have employed unwarranted assumptions 
concerning the nature of structural relationships which purport 
to explain behavior patterns. 3 The present theoretical bases of 
behavioral research rarely support the use of such rigid 
assumptions. 
The present study attempts to some extent to overcome the 
deficiencies of earlier work outlined above. Whenever possible 
the analyses have been conducted in comparative fashion, providing 
similar statistical indicators for two major sub-groups of the 
urban native population (i.e. Status Indians and Metis/Non-Status 
Indians) and for the total population of the study area. In 
addition, some segments of the analyses also distinguish 
3. Sfanbury•s (1975) use of multiple regression procedure 
for example, presupposes the linearity and additivity of variable 
effects on migration behavior and employment. 
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between recent native migrants and the residual native population 
thus permitting more detailed examination of patterns of recent 
migration behavior. 
Secondly, demographic information in conjunction with recent 
work on life cycle and family development stages (e.g. Glick 
and Parke, 1965; Rogers, 1962; and Strazheim, 1975) has been 
used to construct a set of 25 household sub-groups. These 
sub-groups, which appear in Table 4, have been used where possible 
as control variables in the ensuing analyses. A note of caution 
is appropriate in this regard. The classification scheme used in 
this study relies heavily on notions of family development put 
forth to account for household patterns in general society. The 
conceptual relevance of this scheme to household composition 
within a native population is largely unexplored. Although a 
limited amount of experimentation with alternative typologies 
(e.g. the inclusion of concepts of extended and multi-generational 
families) has been undertaken by the author, the relatively 
small size of the data base places severe constraints on the 
level of detail which can be incorporated into any classification 
scheme. A substantial amount of additional work on this important 
issue is required. 
The concepts of employment, unemployment and labour force 
participation used in this study are those used in the labour 
force survey. Analyses relating to native occupational structure 
make use of the Canadian Classification and Dictionary of 
Occupations (CCDO) major employment group (i.e. first 2 digits 
of the CCDO) concept and the Blishen-McRoberts index of socio-
economic status (S.E.S.). Appendix -c provides a brief discussion 
of these concepts as they relate to analysis in this study. 
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Table 4 
HOUSEHOLD TYPOLOGY EMPLOYED IN THE STUDY 
Household Type 
Numeric 
Code Description 
l 
2 
3 
4 
{1-4) 
NON-FAMILY HOUSEHOLDS 
Single Males ~65 yr. 
Single Females <65 yr. 
Single Persons ;r65 yr. 
Other Non-Families 
All Non-Families 
FAf1ILY HOUSEHOLDS 
(i) Childless Married Couples 
5 Childless Married Couples 
6 Childless Married Couples (extended) 
7 Childless Married Couples with lodgers 
(5-7) All Childless Married Couples 
(ii) Two-Parent Families 
8 Young (oldest child~S yr.) 
9 Young (extended or multi-generational) 
10 Young (with lodgers) 
(8-10) All Young Two-Parent Families 
11 Mature (oldest child 5-16 yr.) 
12 Mature (extended or multi-generational) 
13 Mature (with lodgers) 
(11-13) All Mature Two-Parent Families 
14 Older (oldest child ~17 yr.) 
15 Older (extended or multi-generational) 
16 Older (with lodgers) 
(14-16) All Older Two Parent Families 
(8-16) All Two Parent Families 
(continued) 
Numeric 
Code 
17 
18 
19 
(iii) 
(17-19) 
20 
21 
22 
(20-22) 
23 
24 
25 
(23-25) 
(17-25) 
(1-25) 
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(Table 4 cont'd) 
Household Type 
Des c r i_p __!_ i_Q~ 
Single Parent Fa~~ies 
Young (oldest child ~5 yr.) 
Young (extended or multi-generational) 
Young (with lodgers) 
All Young Single Parent Families 
Mature (oldest child 5-16 yr.) 
Mature (extended or multi-generational) 
Mature (with lodgers) 
All Matur~ Single Parent Families 
Older (oldest child ~17 yr.) 
Older (extended or multi-generational) 
Older (with lodgers) 
All Older Single Parent Families 
All Single Parent Families 
All Households 
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Statistical manipulation of the data is restricted for the 
most part to percentage distributions and ratios. Where formal 
comparative analyses have been undertaken contingency table 
analysis (X2 statistics) have been employed. 
3. DEMOGRAPHIC COMPOSITION AND PATTERNS OF RECENT MIGRATION 
3-1 Population Size 
During the past decade several attempts have been made to 
estimate the size of Winnipeg's native population. For the 
most part these estimates have been based on highly questionable 
procedures (e.g. so called expert opinions, records of social 
ser0ce utilization, etc.). Johnston (1979) has recently reviewed 
and collated much of the existing work in this regard and has 
noted that present estimates range from as low as 12,000 to as 
high as 80,000 individuals. 
Based on the I.U.S. data, the native population of the 
survey area (i.e. shaded area in Map l) is estimated to be 
roughly 13,100, comprising about 5,000 Status Indians, and 8,100 
Metis and Non-Status Indians. Assuming that the outer city areas 
covered by the survey are representative of the total outer city 
area, we estimate the city's total native population to be 
approximately 23,000 including about 7,900 Status Indians and 
about 15,100 M{tis and Non-Status Indians. 
3-2 Recent Migration Patterns 
Very little is currently known about the growth rate of 
Winnipeg's native population. Schaeffer (1978) has suggested 
that the net migration of Status Indians to the city is about 
1,000 per year, however, no methodology is presented to support 
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the figure. Although it is not possible to estimate the net 
migration rate directly from the I.U.S. data, it is possible 
to obtain approximations of the rate, as well as the demographic 
composition of the migrant population. These approximations, 
which appear in Table 5, obtain from the averaging of 
population frequencies for that sub-group of migrants who moved 
to the city more than 12 but less than 61 months prior to the 
survey date. The estimation procedure is contained in 
Appendix B. 
The table reconfirms several previously identified dimensions 
of native migration patterns in Manitoba. For example, the age 
and sex composition of Status Indian migrants mirrors that of the 
Manitoba off-reserve population noted in D.R.E.E. (1980). Fifty 
percent of the Status Indian migrants are less than 15 years of 
age and more than 90 percent are less than 45 years of age. 
The migrant population also includes larger concentrations of 
females (noted in D.R.E.E. 1980). The M{tis/Non-Status Indian 
migrant population does not differ significantly from the Status 
Indian population with respect to age and sex composition. 
The estimated rate of net migration (474 Status Indians/year 
and 676 MNSI/year) is much smaller than that suggested by Schaeffer 
(1978) and more recently by Krotz (1980). The I.U.S. data 
although not conclusive suggests that annual net migration to the 
city is in the range of 1000-1200; about one half the rate 
implied by Schaeffer (1978). 4 
4. The net migration figures for Status Indians appearing 
in Table·5 compare favourably with recent off-reserve growth 
figures estimated from the D.I.A.N.D. band registries. Since 
1976 growth in the off-reserve Status Indian population has 
approximated 800/year. Our analysis suggests that roughly 60-65 
p~rcent of the off-reserve movement is to Winnipeg. This is 
roughly equivalent to the proportion of the total off-reserve 
population residing in Winnipeg. 
T a b l e  5  
E S T I M A T E D  A N N U A L  N E T  M I G R A T I O N  T O  ~INNIPEG B Y  A G E  G R O U P ,  S E X  
A N D  N A T I V E  G R O U P ;  W I N N I P E G  1 9 8 0 *  
A g e  G r o u p  ( Y e a r s )  
G r o u 2 _  
0 - 4  
5 - 9  1 0 - 1 4  
1 5 - 1 9  
2 0 - 2 4  
2 5 - 3 9  
4 0 - 4 4  
4 5 - 6 4  
6 5 +  
T o t a  1  
S t a t u s  I n d i a n s  
M a l e s  
2 2  3 1  
2 1  
1 5  
2 9  2 3  1  7  
3  1 5 2  
F e m a l e s  9 4  
5 3  
1 8  
3 9  
1  5  6 7  2  1 1  
2 3  3 2 2  
T O T A L  1 1 6  8 4  
3 9  5 4  
4 4  
9 0  3  1 8  
2 6  
4 7 4  
I  
_ ,  
\ . 0  
I  
M e t i s / N o n - S t a t u s  I n d i a n s  
M a l e s  
1 7  
1 4  
3 3  
3 8  
2 2  1 1 7  0  
3 3  1  
2 7 5  
F e m a l e s  7 3  
5 5  
6 9  
2 3  
5 8  7 4  
2 4  2 3  
2  
4 0 1  
T O T A L  
9 0  
6 9  1 0 2  
6 1  8 0  
1 9 1  
2 4  
5 6  3  
6 7 6  
* P o p u l a t i o n  l i v i n g  i n  c i t y  f o r  : > 1 2  m o n t h s  a n d  ~60 m o n t h s / 4  
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Table 6 presents an alternative view of the demographic 
structure of migrants by identifying the distribution among 
household sub-groups. Young and mature families and single 
parent families represent the most common household types 
among the migrant populations of both native sub-groups. The 
dominance of families among the migrant population is not 
surprising in light of earlier findings regarding the youthful 
age structure of the migrant population. 
3r3 Migrant Origin Areas 
Table 7 documents the distribution amongst five origin 
regions of Winnipeg's native household heads. The four origin 
regions within the province (see Map 2), have been defined by 
D.R.E.E. (1980) to reflect regional variations in economic base 
structure,as well as proximity to the major urban areas in the 
southern portion of the province. The table reveals that 
although most Status Indians migrated from bands located in the 
southern regions of the province, significant numbers have also 
moved from the more remote forest fringe and northern regions. 
In part the patterns appearing in the table reflect variations 
in the absolute size of the Indian populations of the origin regidns. 
Table 8 which controls for these size variations suggests that 
relative to base populations,migration to the city has been 
greatest among members of bands located in the forest fringe 
and southern regions. In general, these bands are located 
closer to the city. 
Migration to the city from out-of province has also been 
significant (12.3 percent of Status Indian household heads). 
Closer examination of this migrant sub-group reveals that the 
majority of out-of-province migrants moved from bands located in 
Saskatchewan and north-western Ontario suggesting that Winnipeg's 
attraction as a destination centre for native migration extends 
well beyond the provincial boundaries. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
T a b l e  6  
R E C E N T  M I G R A N T S  B Y  H O U S E H O L D  T Y P E  A N D  N A T I V E  G R O U P  
W I N N I P E G ,  1 9 8 0 *  
N a t i v e  G r o u p  
N u m e r i c  
M e t i s  
C o d e  
D e s c r i Q t i o n  
S t a t u s  
%  N o n - S t a t u s  %  
T o t a l  
%  
(  1 - 4 )  
A l l  N o n - F a m i l y  H o u s e h o l d s  
3 4  (  7 .  2 )  
3 9  ( 1 1 . 2 )  
7 3  ( 8 . 9 )  
( 5 - 7 )  
A l l  C h i l d l e s s  C o u p l e s  5 0  ( 1 0 . 6 )  5 9  ( 1 7 . 0 )  
1 0 9  
( 1 3 . 3 )  
T W O  P A R E N T  F A M I L I E S  
( 8 - 1 0 )  
A l l  Y o u n g  ( o l d e s t  c h i l d  ~5 y r . )  
7 9  
( 1 6 . 8 )  3 4  ( 9 . 8 )  
1 1 3  ( 1 3 . 8 )  
( l l - 1 3 )  
A l l  M a t u r e  ( o l d e s t  c h i l d  5 - 1 6  y r . )  
9 2  
( 1 9 . 6 )  8 8  ( 2 5 . 4 )  
1 8 0  ( 2 2 . 0 )  
(  1 4 - 1 6 )  
A l l  O l d e r  ( o l d e s t  c h i l d  ~17 y r . )  2 4  
( 5 .  n  
2 0  
( 5 . 8 )  
4 4  
{ 5 . 4 }  
I  
( 8 - 1 6 )  
A l l  T w o  P a r e n t  F a m i l i e s  1 9 5  
( 4 1 . 5 )  1 4 2  ( 4 0 . 9 )  3 3 7  
( 4 1 . 2 )  
N  
- '  
I  
S I N G L E  P A R E N T  F A M I L I E S  
( 1 7 - 1 9 )  
A l l  Y o u n g  ( o l d e s t  c h i l d  ~5 y r . )  5 7  
( 1 2 . 1 )  1 7  
( 4 . 9 )  
7 4  
(  9 .  1  )  
( 2 0 - 2 2 )  
A l l  M a t u r e  ( o l d e s t  c h i l d  5 - 1 6  y r . )  
1 0 0  
( 2 1 . 3 )  
7 2  
(  2 0 .  7 )  
1 7 2  (  2 1  .  0 )  
( 2 3 - 2 5 )  
A l l  O l d e r  ( o l d e s t  c h i l d  ~17 y r . )  3 4  
p .  2 )  
1 8  (  5 .  2 )  
5 2  
{ 6 . 4 l  
( 1 7 - 2 5 )  
A l l  S i n g l e  P a r e n t  F a m i l i e s  
1 9 1  ( 4 0 . 6 )  1 0 7  
( 3 0 . 8 )  
2 9 8  
( 3 6 . 5 )  
(  1 - 2 5 )  
A L L  H O U S E H O L D S  
4 7 0  
( 9 9 . 9 )  
3 4 7  ( 9 9 . 9 )  8 1 7  
( 9 9 . 9 )  
*  R e c e n t  m i g r a n t  p o p u l a t i o n  d e f i n e d  a s  t h o s e  i n d i v i d u a l s  w h o  m o v e d  t o  t h e  c i t y  d u r i n g  
t h e  p r e v i o u s  3 5  m o n t h  p e r i o d .  
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Table 7 
ORIGIN REGIONS OF NATIVE HOUSEHOLD HEADS BY 
NATIVE GROUP, WINNIPEG NATIVE POPULATION 1980 
Me'tis/ 
Region Status % Non-Status % 
-
Southern 423 (34.6) 873 (42.3) 
Forest Fringe 343 (28.0) 264 (12.8) 
Northern 295 (24.1) 244 (11.8) 
Winnipeg 11 (0.9) 392 (19.0) 
Outside Province 151 (12.3) 291 (14.1) 
TOTAL 1 ,223 (99.9) 2,064 (100.0) 
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T a b l e  8  
O R I G I N  O F  S T A T U S  I N D I A N S  B Y  
B A N D  L O C A T I O N  A N D  M I G R A N T  S T A T U S ,  W I N N I P E G ,  1 9 8 0  
P r o v i n c i a l  
W i n n i p e g  
T o t a l  
O d d s  R a t i o  
%  
%  
%  
B a n d  R e g i o n  
M i g r a n t s  
i &  
R e s i d u a l  
i l l  
i l l  
A / C  
B / C  
S o u t h e r n  
2 0 1  
( 5 4 . 9 )  
2 2 2  
(  3 1 . 9 )  
( 2 8 . 0 )  
1 .  9 6  
1 . 1 4  
F o r e s t  F r i n g e  
6 4  
( 1 7 . 5 )  
2 7 9  
(  4 0  . 1 )  ( 2 2 . 0 )  
0 . 8 0  
1 . 8 3  
N  
N o r t h e r n  
1 0 1  
( 2 7 . 6 )  
1 9 4  
( 2 7 . 9 )  
. J  5 0 . 0 )  
0 . 5 5  0 . 5 6  
+ : : >  
T O T A L  
3 6 6  
( 1 0 0 . 0 )  
6 9 5  
( 9 9 . 9 )  
( 1 0 0 . 0 )  
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The greater degree of interaction of M{tis and Non-Status 
Indians with the city and the more urbanized southern region of 
the province is also reflected in Table 7 . Nineteen percent 
of M{tis/Non-Status Indian household heads identified Winnipeg 
as their community of origin. t1oreoves an additional 42 percent 
moved to the city from communities or settlements located in the 
province's southern region. 
Reasons for Migration 
As noted in Section 1 , several recent studies have attempted 
to identify the reasons underlying native migration to the city. 
The findings of these studies are generally consistent and point 
to the importance of the desire for better employment and 
educational opportunities and the desire to escape problems experienced 
on the reserve. The reasons cited by respondents to the I.U.S. 
survey for the most part are consistent with the results of 
previous work (see Table 9). In general the desire for employment 
was the dominant reason cited for migration. Our analysis, 
however, reveals that reasons for migration differ between sex 
groups {see Table A-1 in Appendix D). Female respondents were 
more likely to cite problems on the reserve or in their previous 
home community and family ties in the city as reasons for migration 
to the city. The patterns of response do not differ significantly 
by native sub-group suggesting that both sub-groups are subjected 
to the same types of conditions and pressures which induce stress 
and migration. 
3-5 Return Migration and Hyper-Mobility 
One of the findings of several previous native migration 
studies is the phenomenon of what Siggner has termed 'hyper-mobility'; 
the tendency for substantial back and forth movement to and from 
reserves or home communities and the city. The I.U.S. data (Table 10 ) 
confirms the existence of this dimension of the migration process 
among both sub-groups of the native population, although the size 
T a b  1  e  9  
. R E A S O N S  F O R M I G R A T T N G T O  W I N N I P E G  B Y  M I G R A N T S T A T U S  
S E X  A N D  N A T I V E  G R O U P ,  N A T I V E  H O U S E H O L D  H E A D S  
W I N N I P E G ,  1 9 8 0  
P e r c e n t  o f  T o t a l  S u b g r o u p  R e s p o n s e s  
P o p u l a t i o n  
P r o b l e m s  a t  
T o t a l  
Subgrou~ Em~lo,lment 
E d u c a t i o n  M e d i c a l  
H o u s i n g  
Famil~ 
O l d  H o m e  
O t h e r  R e s p o n s e s  
A .  
R e c e n t  M i g r a n t s  
i  )  S t a t u s  I n d i a n s  
M a l e s  4 5 . 2  1 4 . 2  8 . 9  7 . 8  
7 . 4  
1 3 . 8  2 . 6  
3 7 2  
F e m a l e s  1 3 . 2  1 6 . 2  1 0 . 9  1 1 . 9  2 0 . 7  2 0 . 4  6 . 5  
2 4 6  
T o t a l  3 2 . 7  1 5  0  0  9 . 7  9 . 4  1 2  0  6  
1 6 . 3  
4 . 2  
6 1 8  
i  i  )  M e t i  s / N o n - S t a t u s  
N  
I n d i a n s  
m  
M a l e s  
5 4 . 8  1 4 . 6  
1 . 5  1 4 . 7  7 . 9  
5 .  1  
1 . 5  
2 0 8  
F e m a l e s  1 5 . 5  
1 2  0  5  6 . 0  
3 . 5  
1 9 . 6  4 1  .  1  
1 . 8  
1 6 8  
T o t a l  3 7 . 2  1 3 . 6  
3 . 5  9 . 8  1 3 . 0  2 1 . 3  1 . 6  
3 7 6  
B .  
R e s i d u a l  H o u s e h o l d s  
i  )  S t a t u s  I n d i a n s  
M a l e s  4 2 . 3  1 1 . 7  9 . 7  
8 . 2  
1 5 . 2  3 . 0  9 . 8  
3 9 8  
F e m a l e s  1 5 .  1  1 0 . 9  5 .  1  
5 . 3  
2 4 . 7  
3 1 . 8  
7 . 0  
5 4 7  
T o t a l  
2 6 . 6  1 1 . 3  7 .  1  
6 . 5  
2 0 . 7  
1 9 . 6  
8 . 1  
9 4 5  
i  i  )  
M e " t  i s / N o n - S t a t u s  
I n d i a n s  
M a l e s  
5 2 . 1  
1 0 . 6  
8 . 9  
6 . 3  
1 3 . 8  
4 . 8  3 . 6  
7 6 3  
F e m a l e s  
1 6 . 8  
9 . 2  6 . 9  
4 . 4  3 8 . 6  
1 9 . 6  
4 . 6  
8 0 4  
T o t a l  
3 4 . 0  
9 . 9  7 . 8  
5 . 4  2 6 . 4  
1 2  0  4  
4  0 1  
1  ' 5 6 7  
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Table 10 
NUMBER OF TIMES A RESIDENT OF WINNIPEG, NATIVE HOUSEHOLD HEADS 
BY NATIVE GROUP AND MIGRANT STATUS, WINNIPEG 1980 
Number of Times a Resident 
Group 1 2 3+. Total 
Recent Migrants 
Status Indians 254 136 78 468 (54.3) (29 .1) (16.7) (1 00.1) 
Metis/Non-Status Indians 178 98 70 346 
(51. 4) (28.3) (20.2) (99.9) 
Total 432 234 148 814 (53.1) (28. 7) (18.2) (100.0) 
Total Native Household Heads 
Status Indians 836 253 134 1,223 (68.4) (20. 7) (11.0) ( 100.1) 
Metis/Non-Status Indians 1,472 477 114 2,063 ( 71.4) ( 23.1) (5.5) (100.0) 
Total 2,308 730 248 3,286 (70.2) (22.2) (7.5) (99.9) 
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of the hyper-mobile population (i.e. those individuals who have 
lived in the city 3 or more times) appears somewhat smaller than 
that expected on the basis of Siggner's study (1977) of migration 
patterns during the 1966-1971 period. It should be noted however, 
that the I.U.S. data may underestimate the size of the 'hyper-
mobile' population in that the bulk of the survey was carried 
out during the summer months, a period during which many migrants 
are believed to have returned to reserves and rural areas. 
Although 'hyper-mobility• may be less common among Manitoba's 
native population than Siggner's (1977) work on Canadian Status 
Indians suggests~ return migration to the city is quite common 
among both native sub-groups. Nearly one half of recent migrant 
household heads indicated that they had lived in the city on at 
least one prior occassion. 
3+6 Migration Intentions 
Tables 11 and 12 document the migration intentions of 
select sub-groups of the city's native population. The tables 
indicate that only a small portion of the population (7.4 percent 
of Status Indians and 3.0 percent of Metis/Non-Status Indians) 
planned to move away from the city during the coming year. 
Clearly most of the population regard themselves to be permanent 
city residents. The desire to leave the city is greatest among 
young (15-24 year old ) Status Indians, particularly males. 
This may reflect the greater difficulties experienced by these 
sub~groups in the urban labour market. The findings however, are 
also consistent with the notion that a segment of the native 
population moves to the city with clearly established intentions 
of returning to the reserve after a short period of time (i.e. 
"urban users 11 ). 
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Table 11 
MIGRATION INTENTIONS OF STATUS INDIAN HOUSEHOLD HEADS 
BY SEX AND AGE GROUP, WINNIPEG, 1980 
Migration Intentions 
Subgroup Stay in City Leave City Total 
Males 
L.. 25 years 76 (79.2) 20 (20.8) 96 (100.0) 
25+ years 431 ( 93 .l) 32 
-
(6.9) 463 ( 100. 0) 
Total 507 (90. 7) 52 (9.3) 559 ( l 00.0) 
Females 
< 25 years 123 (87.2) 18 (12.8) 141 (100.0) 
25+ years 502 (96.0) 21 (4.0) 523 (100.0) 
Total 625 (94. 1) 39 (5.9) 664 (100.0) 
Total Status 
< 25 years 199 (84.0) 38 (16.0) 237 (100.0) 
25+ years 933 (94.6) 53 (5.4) 986 (100;0) 
Total 1,132 (92.6) 91 (7.4) 1,223 (100.0) 
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Table 12 
/ 
MIGRATION INTENTIONS OF METIS/NON-STATUS INDIAN HOUSEHOLD HEADS 
BY SEX AND AGE GROUP, WINNIPEG, 1980 
Migration Intentions 
Subgroup Stay i_ll_Cit_y J__eave City Total 
Males 
------
L. 25 years 152 (95.6) 7 (4.4) 159 (100.0) 
25+ years 919 ( 97. 7) 22 _j2.3) 941 (100.0) 
Total 1 ,071 (97.4) 29 (2.6) 1 '1 00 (100.0) 
Females 
..: 25 years 206 (95.4) 10 (4.6) 216 (100.0) 
25+ years 725 (96.9) 23 
-
(3.1) 748 (100.0) 
Total 931 (96.6) 33 (3.4) 964 ( 100.0) 
Total Metis/Non-Status 
<25 years 358 (95.5) 17 ( 4.-5) 375 (1 00.0) 
25+ years 1,644 (97.3) 45 (2. 7) 1,689 (100.0) 
Total 2,002 (97.0) 62 (3.0) 2,064 (100.0) 
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3-7 Demographic Composition: Native and Total City Population 
The age and sex composition of the city's total native 
population {i.e. recent migrants and the residual population) 
is generally similar to that of the recent migrant population 
identified earlier in this section of the report. Table 13 
reveals that although there exist some differences in the age 
structure between native groups, both groups are characterized 
by large concentrations of children and very small numbers of 
elderly. With few exceptions, females dominate all age cohorts 
among both native groups. The age structure of the native 
population contrasts sharply with that of the general city 
population which includes fewer children and substantially larger 
concentrations of older age groups. These differences are 
illustrated graphically in Figure 1 in the form of odds-ratios. 5 
Several well-documented demographic processes underlie these 
structurill differences including much higher native fertility 
rates and the substantially longer average life span of the non~ 
native population. 
Like age composition household composition among the two 
native groups is quite similar (Table 14 ). Both segments of the 
native population are characterized by large concentrations of 
family households, particularly single parent families. This 
latter group (type 17-25), accounts for approximately 43 percent 
of all native households. 
5. The odds-ratio relates the probability of occurrence 
in a specific-age cohort among the native population to the 
probability of membership in the same age cohort among the 
total study area population. An odds-ratio greater (less) than 
one indicates a higher (lower) relative concentration among 
the native population. 
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Table 13 
AGE AND SEX COMPOSITION OF NATIVE POPULATION 
BY NATIVE SUBGROUP, WINNIPEG 1980 
POPULATION AGE COHORT (YEARS) 
SUBGROUP 0-14 15-24 25-44 45-64 65+ 
Status 
Indians 
----
Males 937 370 336 168 30 
Females 1,533 601 698 199 88 
Total 2,470 971 1,034 367 118 
(49.8) (19.6) (20.8) (7 .4) (2.4) 
Metis/Non-Status Indians 
Males 1 ,581 733 770 418 71 
Females 1,787 1,228 988 494 . 52 
Total 3,368 1 '961 1,758 912 123 
(41.5) (24. 1) (21.6) (11.2) ( l . 5) 
Total Native 
Males 2,518 403 1 '1 06 586 101 
Females 3,320 1,829 1,686 693 140 
Total 5,838 2,932 2,792 1,279 241 
(44.6) (22.4) (21. 3) (9.8) (1.8) 
TOTAL 
1 ,841 ( 37. 1) 
3,119 (62.9) 
4,960 (100.0) 
(100.0) 
3,573 (44.0) 
4,549 {56.0) 
8,122 (100.0) 
(99.9) 
5,414 (41.4) 
7,668 (58.6) 
13,082 (100.0) 
(99.9) 
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Table 14 
ESTHIATED HOUSEHOLD COMPOSJTJON OF NhTlYE AND TOTAL POPULATION 
Ill mn PEG, 1980 
Numeric ! r1e'tis/ 
~. Description Status ill Non-Status ill 
NON-FAMJLY HOUSEHOLDS 
1 Single Males -"65 yr. 21 (1.7) 55 (2.7) 
2 Single Females -"65 yr. 30 (2.5) 53 (2.6) 
3 Elderly Singles ~65 yr. 8 (0.7) 21 (1.0) 
4 Other Non-Families _l!. _j.uJ. 26 ~ 
(1-4) All Non-Families go (7.4) 155 (7.5) 
FAMJLY HOUSEHOLDS 
{i 1 Childless-Married Couples 
5 Married Couples 88 {7.2) 256 (12.4) 
6 Married Couples {extended) 8 {0.6} 12 (0.6) 
7 Married Couples (with lodgers} _Q_ _i::L 0 (-) 
(5-7} All Married Couples g6 {7.8} 268 {13.0} 
! 
{ii l Two Parent Families 
8 I Young (oldest child ~5 yr.} 171 w .. oJ 137 (6.6} 
9 Young (extended or multi-generation) 18 J1Jl 24 {1.2) 10 Young (with lodgers) 8 7 0 _l:.L 
(8-10} All Young Two Parent Families 197 (16.1) 161 (7.8} 
11 Mature (oldest child 5-16 yr.} 170 (14.0) 411 (19.9) 
12 Mature (extended or multi-gene~ation} 46 (3.7) 13 (0.6} 
13 Mature (with lodgers} 0 _i::L __ 6 ~
' {11-13) I All Mature Two Parent Families 216 (17 .7) 430 (20.8) 
14 Older (oldest child ~17 yr.) 46 (3.8) 178 (8.6) 
15 Older (extended or multi-generation) 11 (0.9) 14 (0. 7) 
16 Older (with lodgers} 0 _i::L 3 (0.1) 
(14-16) All Older Two Parent Families 57 (4.7) 195 (9.4) 
-- --- --
(8-16} All Two Parent Families 470 {38.4} 786 (38.1} 
{iii Single Parent Families 
17 Young {oldest child ..:5 yr.} 78 {6.4} 130 (6.3} 
18 Young (extended or multi-generation} 11 {0.9} 19 (0.9} 
19 Young (with lodgers} 6 ~ __ o _i::L 
(17-19} All Young Single Parent Families 95 {7.8} 149 {7.2} 
20 Mature {oldest child 5-16 yr.} 256 (20.9} 396 {19.2} 
21 Mature {extended or multi-generation} 46 {3.8} 31 {1.5} 
22 ~~ture (with lodgers} 
_Q_ _i::L ~ ...J.Q.,1l 
{20-22} All Mature Single Parent Families 302 {24.7} 441 (21.4} 
23 Older (oldest child ~17-yr.) 98 {8.0) 225 (10:9) 
24 Older (extended or multi-generation} 72 (5.9) 36 (1.7) 
25 Older (with lodgers) 0 _i::L 4 _lW 
(23-25) All Older Single Parent Families 170 (l3.g) 265 (12.8) 
- --- -- ---(17-25} All Single Parent Families 567 (46.4) 855 (41.4) 
-- --- -- ---(1-25} All Households 1,223 {100.0) 2,064 (100.0) 
Total Total 
Native ill ~ ill 
76 (2.3) 10,933 (5.6) 
86 (2.5) 14,509 (7.5) 
29 (0.9) 16,779 (8.6) 
_2_ ___D_,2l 16,211 ~ 
245 (7.5) 58,432 (30.0) 
344 (10.5) 
20 (0.6) 
__ o
_i::L 
364 (11.1) 46,223 (23.8} 
308 (9.4) 
42 (1.3) 
__ 8
_lW 
358 (10.9} 12,618 {6.5} 
581 {17. 7} 
59 {1.8) 
__ 6 
_lW 
646 (19.7) 30,158 (15.5) 
224 (6.8) 
25 (0.8) 
3 
....J.Q.,.1l 
252 {7.8} 30,634 (15.8) 
-- --- --- --
1,256 (38.2} 73,410 (37.8} 
208 {6.3} 
30 {0.9} 
__ 6 
___1Q:1l 
244 (7 .4} 2,387 {1.2} 
652 (19.8} 
77 (2.3} 
14 ~ 
743 {22.6} 4,955 {2.6) 
323 (9.8) 
108 (3.3) 
4 
....J.Q.,.1l 
435 {13.2) 8,768 (4.5) 
-- ---
--- --
1,422 (43.3} 16,110 (8.3) 
-- --- --- -
3,287 (100.1) 194,175 (99.9) 
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Extended families account for a relatively small portion 
(12.7 percent) of native families and tend to be most common 
among the Status Indian population and among single parent 
families, particularly those in the later stages of family 
development. More detailed examination of the composition of 
these households reveals that the majority of extended single 
parent families are multi-generational and typically include 
a single female parent, a single daughter and the daughter's 
children. 
Figure 2 provides a comparison of the household structure 
of the native population with that of the city's general 
population. The figure indicates that the native population is 
characterized by larger relative concentrations of young and 
mature families, and single parent families. Especially pro-
nounced are differences in the occurrence of single parent 
families. These household types are approximately five times 
more common to the native as opposed to general city population. 
4. EMPLOYMENT PATTERNS AND LABOUR FORCE ACTIVITY 
4-1 Growth in the Native Labour Force 
The study's results concerning recent native migration to 
the city and the present age structure of the urban native 
population imply the strong liklihood of substantial growth in 
the size of the potential native labour force in the near future. 
Estimates of labour force growth have been obtained by projecting 
the size and age composition of the city's native population to 
1985. The technique employed is a variant of the cohort survival 
~rojection model. 6 
6. The assumptions underlying the projection procedure are 
outlined briefly in Appendix B. 
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Table 15 documents the current and projected size of the 
labour force age group (i.e. 15+ years) by sex and native 
sub-group. 7 Growth among this age group is expected to be very 
rapid for both native sub-groups. In absolute terms an additional 
5,500 (2,000 Status Indians and 3,500 MNSI) native individuals 
are expected to be of age to enter the labour force by 1985. 
Assuming that new entrants to this age group exhibit the same 
patterns of labour force participation as the current native 
population, an additional 2,600 (1 ,604 and 916 females) natives 
will enter the city's labour force during the 1980-1985 period. 
The importance of the native population to-future growth in 
the city's labour force is suggested by Table 16 , which documents 
the projected growth of the labour force age group for the native 
and total city populations. The table reveals that during the 
period the native population is expected to account for approximately 
23 percent of the total growth in the city's labour force age 
group. Moreover, should current levels of native migration to the 
city continue, the native contribution to labour force growth 
will increase markedly throughout the decade. 8 
7. Appendix D documents the full results of the projections. 
8. It should also be noted that-the native population will 
account for a large portion of growth in the city's 15+ year age 
cohort during the decade even in the absence of migration. 
During the 1980-1985 time period for example, natural aging of 
the native population will result in an increase of close to 
2,000 individuals in the 15+ year age cohort. 
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Table 16 
PROJECTED GROWTH IN POTENTIAL LABOUR FORCE, 
NATIVE AND TOTAL CITY POPULATION 1980-1985, ~!INN I PEG 
Population Change 
Gro~ 1980 1985 1980-85 
Native (A) 12,883 18,394 5,511 
Total City* (B) 465,546 489,627 24,081 
A/B (%) (2.8) (3.8) (22.9) 
* Source: City of Winnipeg, Environmental Planning 
Department, 1980 
4-2 Dependency Ratios 
Although a complex issue, the demographic structure of a 
population defines to a large extent the population's economic 
needs, and the economic burden which is faced by the working 
age segments of the population. One crude measure of the size 
of this burden is the dependency ratio (i.e. the ratio of 
children under 15 years of age and individuals over 64 years 
of age to the labour force age group 15-64 years). Current and 
projected estimates of these ratios for major sub-groups of the 
native and total city population are provided in Table 17. 
As expected, the dependency ratios of both native groups are 
presently substantially larger than that of the general city 
population, implying that the economic needs confronting the 
native labour force greatly exceed those facing the general 
population. Although general aging of the native population is 
expected to result in some reduction in the dependency ratio 
during the coming decade, the ratios for the native (especially 
Status Indian ) population will remain significantly higher than 
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Table 17 
CURRENT AND PROJECTED DEPENDENCY 
RATIOS NATIVE AND TOTAL POPULATION 
WINNIPEG, 1980 - 1985 
Population 
Subqroup 
Status Indians 
M{tis/Non-Status Indians 
Total City* 
Dependency Ratio 
(xlOO) 
1980 1985 
121.4 
69.1 
46.9 
102.2 
56.5 
47.0 
* City of VJinnipeg Department of Environmental 
Planning, Unpublished. 
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that of the general population. This finding implies that in 
order for the native population to achieve similar levels of 
self-sufficiency and economic well being, the present and 
future native labour force will have to be uti~zed at levels 
which are much higher than that currently characteristic of the 
general population. 
4-3 Current Labour Force Activity and Unemployment 
Theory, as well as previous empirical research, suggests 
that employment and labour force activity are patterned over 
various demographic and socio-economic groups. Although the 
data available for this study do not permit consideration of 
all of the potentially important factors, employment and labour 
force indicators have been estimated for several population sub-
groups defined according to age, sex, education level, and 
native sub-group. 
Table 18 presents estimates of labour force participation 
and unemployment rates for select age, sex and native sub-groups. 
The table reveals that strong patterns of unemployment and 
labour force participation exist over age groups for males and 
females of both native sub-groups; in general lower rates of 
participation and much higher rates of unemployment are experienced 
by the 15-24 year old age cohort. This pattern over age groups reflects 
employment trends in broader society (i.e. the increasing 
difficulty experienced by new entrants to the labour force) 
although the unemployment rates among young natives, especially 
Status Indians, are much higher than that experienced by the 
general population. 
In addition to marked age effects, labour force participation 
is also patterned over sex groups. Although variable over native 
sub-groups, participation rates are substantially lower among 
females than males (Table 18 ). Statistically significant 
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Table 18 
UNEMPLOYMENT AND LABOUR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES 
BY NATIVE GROUP, SEX, AND AGE GROUP, 
_ WINNIPEG, 1980 
Age Group 
Subgroup 
15-24 years 
UR* LFPR** 
25+ years 
UR LFPR 
Status Indians 
Males 59.2 + 16.3 53.0 + 12.1 33.9 + 11.3 70.9 + 9.1 
Females ~2.6 + 20.0 22.8 + 8.0 35.7 + 14.5 24.9 + 6.5 
Metis/Non-Status Indians 
Males 31.8 + 10.3 60.4 + 8.4 14.7 + 5.4 75.8 + 5.6 
Females 46.7 + 11.4 34.1 + 6.3 30.5 + 9.4 33.9 + 5.6 
* Unemployment Rate 
** Labour Force Participation Rate 
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differences in unemployment rates between sex groups were 
identified only among the Metis/Non-Status Indian population. 
Table 19 which presents labour force indicators by 
education group for males and females respectively, suggests 
the positive effects which higher levels of formal education 
exert on native labour force performance. Better educated 
males and females exhibit significantly higher rates of 
participation and significantly lower rates of unemployment. 
The implications of these findings for policy and program 
development are clearly important and will be discussed briefly 
at the conclusion of the report. 
Although patterns of labour force activity among the 
city's native population are complex and highly variable over 
age, sex, education and native sub-groups, comparisons with the 
general labour force of the city reveal substantial disparities. 
Table 20 documents these differences for select age, sex, and 
native sub-groups in the form of odds-ratios. In general ,levels 
of disparity in unemployment between the native and general 
population are greater among the Status Indian population 
(especially males) and among the older age groups. For example, 
the unemployment rate amongStatus Indian males in the 25+ 
year age group is more than 14 times that of the city's population 
of 25+ year old males. 
Differences between the native and general population with 
respect to rates of_labour force participation are also substantial. 
In general the differentials are larger among females than males 
and among the younger age groups. 
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Table 19 
UNEMPLOYMENT AND LABOUR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES 
BY SEX AND LEVEL OF FORMAL EDUCATION~ 
NATIVES AGED 15+ YEARS~ WINNIPEG, 1980 
Education Level 
::; 11 years ~12 years 
Subgroup UR* LFPR** UR LFPR 
- --
Males 30.0 + 5.3 65.6 + 4.5 11.9 + 8.1 81.7 + 8.6 
- -
Females 45.3 + 7.5 26.2 + 3.4 21 . 1 + 10. 2 55.9 + 5.3 
-
TOTAL 35.7 + 4.4 42.0 + 2.9 16.4 + 6.5 65.6 + 6.7 
* Unemployment Rate 
** Labour Force Participation Rate 
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Table 20 
COMPARISON OF THE NATIVE TO THE GENERAL POPULATION 
UNEMPLOYMENT AND LABOUR FORCE PARTICIPATION 
WINNIPEG, 1980 
Odds Ratio 
Age Group 
15-24 years 25+ years 
Subgroup UR* LFPR** UR* LFPR** 
Status Indians 
Males 7.13 0.67 14.74 0.88 
Females 6.66 0.33 7.60 0.54 
Metis/Non-Status Indians 
Males 3.83 0.76 6.39 0.94 
Females 5.91 0.50 6.49 0.73 
* Unemployment Rate 
** Labour Force Participation Rate 
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4-4 Employment Stability 
The traditional labour force indicators outlined above 
present only a partial picture of the difficulties experienced 
by the native population in the labour market. Table 21 
documents the distribution of the current native labour force 
among five categories reflecting variations in the nature of 
employment experiences during the previous 12 month period. 
The table indicates that with the exception of Metis/Non-Status 
Indian males, the native population is employed for the most 
part on an irregular or periodic basis. In addition, periods 
of time between employment tend to be quite substantial for 
both males and females (Table 22 ). 
4-5 Levels of Education, Occupational Patterns and Mobility 
Levels of formal education or training clearly have a strong 
bearing on patterns of employment, occupation and occupational 
mobility. Table 23 documents the levels of educational attainment 
for the native and general populations of the city. The table 
indicates that although some differences in education levels 
exist between native sub-groups (i.e. the MNSI group tends to 
possess more formal education), both sub-groups exhibit distribu-
tions which, in comparison with the general population, are 
marked~ biased towards the lower educational categories. 
The get1erally low levels of native educational attainment 
are reflected in the distribution of native occupations. Table 24 
which illustrates the distribution of the native labour force 
among nine major occupational groups reveals clearly the 
concentration of the native labour force in generally low skill/ 
low-entry employment sectors. Among native males employment is 
concentrated in construction, manufacturing and processing and 
service occupations. Employment among native females tends to 
be concentrated among service and manufacturing and processing 
occupations. 
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Table 21 
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT BY SEX AND NATIVE GROUP 
NATIVES IN THE LABOUR FORCE, WINNIPEG, 1979/80 
Percent of Labour Force 
Employment Status Indians Metis/Non-Status Indians 
Cate9.Q!):'_ Males Females Total Males Females Total 
1 IRegul ar Full-Time 21.4 31.9 25.7 62.1 27.6 48.7 
2 IRegul ar Part-Time * * * 0.6 3.9 1.9 
3 iirregular Full-Time 54.6 28.1 43.8 30.0 16.6 24.2 
4 Irregular Part-Time 7. l 9.1 7.9 4.1 16.6 9.0 
5 Did Not Work Last 
Year 16.9 30.8 22.6 4.2 35.3 16.3 
N (379) (263) (642) (928) (590) (1518) 
Definitions 
Group 1 worked more than 44 weeks and more than 34 hours/week 
Group 2 worked more than 44 VJeeks but 1 ess than 35 hours/week 
Group 3 worked less than 45 weeks and more than 34 hours/week 
Group 4 worked less than 45 weeks and less than 35 hours/week 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
T a b l e  2 2  
D U R A T I O N  O F  U N E M P L O Y M E N T  B Y  S E X  A N D  N A T I V E  G R O U P ,  
N A T I V E S  A G E D  1 5 +  Y E A R S  A N D  S E E K I N G  W O R K ,  
W I N N I P E G ,  1 9 8 0  
D u r a t i o n  o f  
S u b g r o u p  
U n e m p l o y m e n t  
S t a t u s  I n d i a n s  M~tis/Non-Status I n d i a n s  
( w e e k s )  
M a l e s  F e m a l e s  T o t a l  M a l e s  F e m a l e s  
T o t a l  
< . 5  
1 5  
( 7 . 4 ) *  
3  
(  1 .  2 )  
1 8  
( 3 . 9 )  
3 3  
( 1 1 . 0 )  1 0  
(  2 .  0 )  
4 3  ( 5 . 3 )  
5  - 1 4  
3 8  ( 1 8 . 7 )  
2 6  ( 1 0 . 2 )  6 4  ( 1 4 . 0 )  
6 1  
( 2 0 . 3 )  
4 4  ( 8 .  7 )  1 0 5  ( 1 3 . 0 )  
1 5  - 2 9  
6 7  
( 3 3 . 0 )  4 0  ( 1 5 . 7 )  1 0 7  ( 2 3 . 4 )  8 9  ( 2 9 . 6 )  9 2  
( 1 8 . 1 )  
1 8 1  
( 2 2 . 4 )  
. j : : >  
c o  
~30 8 3  
{ 4 1 . 0 )  
1 8 5  
( 7 2 .  8 )  
2 6 8  _ _  (~8_._6) 
1 1 8  
_ _ _  ( ] L 2 ) _  
_ 3 _ 6 _ 1 - -~(11 .  2 ) _  
4 7 9  
( 5 9 .  3 )  
T O T A L  
2 0 3  
(  1 0 0 .  1  )  2 5 4  ( 9 9 . 9 )  4 5 7  
( 9 9 . 9 )  3 0 1  (  1  0 0 .  1  )  
5 0 7  ( 1 0 0 . 0 )  
8 0 8  (  1 0 0 . 0 )  
*  N u m b e r s  i n  p a r e n t h e s i s  r e f e r  t o  p e r c e n t a g e s  o f  s u b g r o u p  t o t a l s .  
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
T a b l e  2 3  
L E V E L S  O F  F O R M A L  E D U C A T I O N  B Y  S E X  A N D  N A T I V E  G R O U P ,  N A T I V E  A N D  
T O T A L  C I T Y  P O P U L A T I O N ,  W I N N I P E G ,  1 9 8 0  
L e v e l  o f  E d u c a t i o n  
G r a d e s  C o m p l e t e d  
P o s t  
S u b g r o u p  
~5 
6  - 1 0  1 1  - 1 3  
S e c o n d a r y *  T o t a l  
S t a t u s  I n d i a n s  
M a l e s  1 1 7  
( 1 3 . 0 )  5 9 2  
( 6 5 . 6 )  
1 1 8  
( 1 3 . 1 )  
7 5  ( 8 . 3 )  
9 0 2  
F e m a l e s  
2 9 6  ( 1 8 . 7 )  
9 8 0  { 6 1 . 8 )  
2 1 3  
{13.4~ 
9 6  
{  6 .  1 1  
1 ,  5 8 5  
T o t a l  
4 1 3  
( 1 6 . 6 )  
1  ,  5 7 2  ( 6 3 . 2 )  
3 3 1  
( 1 3 . 3 )  
1 7 1  ( 6 . 9 )  
2 , 4 8 7  
M e t i s L N o n - S t a t u s  I n d i a n s  
M a l e s  
2 0 2  ( 1 0 . 1 )  
1  ,  1 4 1  ( 5 7 . 3 )  4 6 6  ( 2 3 . 4 )  
1 8 2  
(  9 .  1  )  
1  ,  9 9 1  
+ ' >  
1 . 0  
F e m a l e s  
3 3 3  
{ 1 2 . 1 )  
1  ,  5 7 1  
{56.9~ 
6 7 8  
{24.6~ 
1 7 9  
{ 6 . 5 l  
2 ,  7 6 1  
T o t a l  
5 3 5  ( 1 1 . 3 )  
2 , 7 1 2  
( 5 7 . 1 )  
1  ,  1 4 4  (  2 4 .  1  )  
3 6 1  ( 7 . 6 )  4 , 7 5 2  
T o t a l  N a t i v e  
M a l e s  
3 1 9  
( 1 1 . 0 )  
1  ,  7 3 3  
( 5 9 . 9 )  5 8 4  
( 2 0 . 2 )  
2 5 7  
( 8 . 9 )  2 , 8 9 3  
F e m a l e s  
6 2 9  
{ 1 4 . 5 }  
2 , 5 5 1  
{ s s .  n  
8 9 1  
{ 2 0 . 5 }  
2 7 5  
{ 6 . 3 )  4 , 3 4 6  
T o t a l  
9 4 8  
( 1 3 . 1 )  
4 , 2 8 4  
( 5 9 . 2 )  
1  , 4 7 5  ( 2 0 . 4 )  
5 3 2  
( 7 . 3 )  
7 , 2 3 9  
T o t a  1  C i t , l * *  
M a l e s  
8 , 3 7 5  ( 4 . 4 )  
6 7 , 8 3 0  
( 3 6 . 0 )  
4 6 , 2 3 0  ( 2 4 . 5 )  
6 6 , 2 1 0  (  3 5 .  1  )  
1 8 8 , 6 4 5  
F e m a l e s  
1 0 , 8 0 5  (  5 .  1  }  
7 8 , 1 0 5  
{ 3 6 .  9 }  
5 8 , 7 3 5  
{ 2 7 . 8 }  
6 3 , 7 9 0  
{ 3 0 . 2 }  
2 1 1  , 4 3 5  
T o t a l  
1 9 , 1 8 0  ( 4 . 8 )  
1 4 5 , 9 3 5  
( 3 6 . 5 )  1 0 4 , 9 6 5  
( 2 6 . 2 )  
1 3 0 , 0 0 0  
( 3 2 . 5 )  4 0 0 , 0 8 0  
*  I n c l u d e s  p o s t  s e c o n d a r y ,  u n i v e r s i t y  a n d  n o n - u n i v e r s i t y  e d u c a t i o n .  
* *  S o u r c e :  
1 9 7 6  C e n s u s ,  C a t .  N o .  9 5 - 8 3 1 ,  p .  3 .  
- -~-~ - - - --------~-~~---~---~~-~ - - - - - - ~~~---~---~~-~~~~---~ ~ - ' T - a b l e  --2-4-----~------~~--~-----~~~-~~ 
N A T I V E  E M P L O Y M E N T  B Y  O C C U P A T I O N A L  G R O U P ,  S E X  A N D  N A T I V E  G R O U P  
W I N N I P E G ,  1 9 8 0  
S U B G R O U P  
S t a t u s  
M e t i s / N o n - S t a t u s  
T o t a l  
E m p l o y m e n t  G r o u p  
M a l e s  
F e m a l e s  
M a l e s  
F e m a l e s  
M a l e s  
F e m a l e s  
l .  
M a n a g e r i a l ,  A d m i n i s t r a t i v e  
0  
( - )  
0  
( - )  
5  
( 0 . 5 )  
8  ( 0 . 8 )  5  
(  0 .  3 )  
8  ( 0 .  6 )  
2 .  
O c c u p a t i o n s  i n  N a t u r a l  o r  
3  
( 0 .  7 )  
2 3  
( 5 . 0 )  
3  ( 0 . 3 )  1 5 6  
( 1 6 . 3 )  6  
( 0 . 4 )  1 7 9  
(  1 2 .  6 )  
B i o l o 9 i c a l  S c i e n c e s  
3 .  O c c u p a t i o n s  i n  S o c i a l  S c i e n c e s  
1 5  
(  3 .  7 )  
1 2  (  2 .  6 )  
4 4  ( 4 . 0 )  
5 5  
(  5 .  8 )  
5 9  
( 3 . 9 )  
6 7  
(  4 .  7 )  
4 .  
O c c u p a t i o n s  i n  A r t s ,  S p o r t s  o r  
0  
( - )  
6  (  1  .  3 )  
5 1  
o t h e r  f i e l d s  o f  e n t e r t a i n m e n t  
( 4 . 6 )  6  
( 0 . 6 )  5 1  
( 3 . 4 )  1 2  
( 0 . 8 )  
5 .  
S a l e s ,  S e r v i c e s  a n d  C l e r i c a l  
7 9  ( 1 9 . 4 )  2 7 0  ( 5 8 . 3 )  
1 4 9  
O c c u p a t i o n s  
( 1 3 . 4 )  4 3 9  
( 4 6 . 0 )  2 2 8  
( 1 5 . 0 )  
7 0 9  
( 5 0 . 0 )  
6 .  
O c c u p a t i o n s  i n  P r i m a r y  E c o n o m i c  2 6  
( 6 . 4 )  5  
(  1  .  1  )  
4 2  
A c t i v i t i e s  
(  3 .  8 )  
7  
( 0 .  7 )  
6 8  
( 4 . 5 )  1 2  ( 0 . 8 )  
7 .  
O c c u p a t i o n s  i n  M a n u f a c t u r i n g  
1 2 4  ( 3 0 . 4 )  
1 2 3  
( 2 6 . 6 )  2 8 3  
a n d  P r o c e s s i n g  
( 2 5 . 5 )  2 4 2  
( 2 5 . 3 )  
4 0 7  ( 2 6 . 8 )  3 6 5  
~25. 7 )  
8 .  
C o n s t r u c t i o n  O c c u p a t i o n s  
1 2 3  
(  3 0 .  1  )  
0  
( - )  
4 1 7  
( 3 7 . 6 )  0  
( - )  
5 4 0  
( 3 5 . 6 )  
0  
( - )  
9 .  
T r a n s p o r t a t i o n ,  C o m m u n i c a t i o n s ,  
3 8  ( 9 . 3 )  2 4  ( 5 . 2 )  
1 1 4  
a n d  M a t e r i a l s  H a n d l i n g  
( 1 0 . 3 )  4 2  
( 4 . 4 )  
1 5 2  
( 1 0 . 0 )  6 6  
(  4 .  7 )  
O c c u p a t i o n s  
T O T A L  C L A S S I F I E D  ( 1 - 9 )  
4 0 8  ( 1 0 0 . 0 )  4 6 3  ( 1 0 0 . 1 )  
1 1 1 0 8  ( 1 0 0 , 0 )  
9 5 5  
( 9 9 . 9 )  
1  ' 5 1 6  
( 9 9 . 9 )  
1  , 4 1 8  
( 9 9 . 9 )  
( 4 5 . 4 )  
(  2 9 .  7 )  
( 5 5 . 5 )  
( 3 4 . 6 )  
( 5 2 . 4 )  
( 3 2 . 8 )  
1 0 .  
N o t  C l a s s i f i a b l e  
3 3 5  3 8 8  
7 2 0  
8 0 8  
1  , 0 5 5  
1  ' 1 9 6  
( 3 7 . 3 )  
( 2 4 . 9 )  (  3 6 .  1  )  
( 2 9 . 2 )  
( 3 6 . 5 )  
(  2 7 .  7 )  
1 1 .  
N e v e r  E m p l o y e d  
1 5 5  
7 0 9  
1 6 7  1  , 0 0 1  
3 2 2  
1  ' 7 1  0  
( 1 7 . 3 )  
( 4 5 . 4 )  
( 8 . 4 )  
( 3 6 . 2 )  
( 1 1  . 1 )  
( 3 9 . 5 )  
U l  
0  
T O T A L  ( 1 - 1 1 )  8 9 8  1  , 5 6 0  
1  ' 9 9 5  
2 , 7 6 4  
2 , 8 9 3  
4 , 3 2 4  
( 1 0 0 . 0 )  
(  1  0 0 .  0 )  
(  1 0 0 . 0 )  
(  1 0 0 . 0 )  
(  1  0 0 .  0 )  
(  1  0 0 .  0 )  
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Additional analysis of native occupations clearly indicates 
that the native labour force is for the most part employed among 
the city•s lowest skill/lowest wage occupations. Average scores 
on the Blishen-McRoberts occupational rank index,9 for example, 
range between 351 and 407 and do not differ significantly by 
sex or native sub-9roup (Table 25). Moreover, Table 26 which 
documents the distribution of native occupations over quintiles of the 
occupational rank scale reveals that more than one half of the 
native labour force is employed in occupations which comprise 
the lowest skill/lowest wage quintile of the scale. 
One of the more inportant questions concerning urban native 
employment patterns relates to the issue of occupational mobility. 
Although our investigation of this issue remains in the preliminary 
stage, results to date strongly suggest that on average,upward 
occupational mobility is either non-existent or very slow among 
both native sub-groups. Estimates of the average annual change in 
the Blishen-McRoberts socio-economic index of occupations are 
presented for select sub-groups of the city•s native population 
in Table 27. The table indicates that general upward movements 
in the index occurs only among the Metis/Non-Status Indian sub-
groups: occupational mobility among Status Indians, especially 
males, appears to be generally downward. Standard errors 
associated with all of the sub-group means are very large (about 
twice the size of the mean) and formal statistical tests reveal 
that none of the means appearing in the table are significantly 
9. The rank index ranges from 1 to 500, highest to 
lowest. Discussion of the Blishen-McRoberts construct is 
provided in Appendix C. 
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Table 25 
AVERAGE RANK OF SOCIO-ECONOfqic INDEX (S.E.I.) 
BY AGE, SEX AND NATIVE SUBGROUP 
WINNIPEG, 1980 
Subgroup 
Status Indians 
Males (15-24 years) 
Males (25+ years) 
Total Males 
Females (15-24 years) 
Females (25+ years) 
Total Females 
Average Rank of 
Socio-Economic 
Index 
381 (102.0)* 
393 ( 81. 5) 
390 (86.9) 
------
407 ( 90 .1) 
383 (114.8) 
389 ( 109 .1) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
/ . Metls/Non-Status Indians 
Males (15-24 years) 377 (89.8) 
Males (25+ years) 351 ( 107 .l) 
Total Males 357 (104.0) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Females (15-24 years) 375 (100.0) 
Females (25+ years) 362 (124.0) 
Total Females 366 (117.0) 
* Numbers in parentheses are standard 
deviations. 
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Table 26 
DISTRIBUTION OF LABOUR FORCE BY OCCUPATIONAL 
RANK, BY SEX AND NATIVE GROUP, 
WINNIPEG, 1980 
Quinti1e of Occupational Rank 
Scale (%) 
1 2 3 4 5 
Subgroup 1-99 100-199 200-299 300-399 400-500 
Status 
Males 0.8 5.1 6.4 33.0 54.7 (100.0) 
Females 0.8 10.5 ll. 7 9.9 67.1 (100.0) 
Total 0.8 7.9 9.1 21.3 60.9 (100.0) 
Metis/Non-Status Indians 
Males 2.5 5.7 22.2 18.5 51.1 (100.0) 
Females 5.2 5.3 14.0 21.5 54.0 (100.0) 
Total 3-.7 5.5 18.6 19.8 52.4 (100.0) 
TOTAL 
NATIVE 2.8 6.2 15.7 20.3 55.0 (100.0) 
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Table 27 
AVERAGE CHANGE PER ANNUM IN OCCUPATIONAL STATUS 
BY SEX, NATIVE GROUP AND TIME IN LABOUR 
FORCE, WINNIPEG 1980 
Average 
Change Per Annum In 
Blishen-McRoberts S.E.S. 
Subgroup Time in Labour Force (Years) 
<5 ~5 Total 
-
Status Indians 
Males -1.32 -3.29 -1.99 
Females -2.17 +0.14 -0.99 
Total -1.68 -1.22 -1.48 
Metis/Non-Status Indians 
Males -0.24 +1.22 +0.79 
Females +1.48 +0.11 +0.66 
Total +0.68 +0.77 +0.74 
Total Native 
Males -0.65 +0.72 +0.22 
Females +0.46 +0.12 +0.26 
Males -0.10 +0.45 +0.24 
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different from zero. 10 The analysis, therefore, cannot confirm 
the existence of significant upward occupational mobility for 
any general sub-group of the city's native population. 11 
5. INCOME AND SOURCES OF INCOME. 
The enormous disparity between the native and general city 
populations with respect to labour force activity and unemployment 
suggest that equally sizable disparities exist with regard to 
income. Table 28 documents average earned, transfer, total 
and per capita incomes for major household types among the two 
native sub-groups. Indicators comparing native household incomes 
to household incomes among the general population are presented 
in Table 29 . 
Within the native population incomes and per capita 
incomes are highly variable over household types and betvJeen 
native sub-groups. These differentials appear to be largely 
attributable to variations in earned as opposed to transfer 
income. In general ,incomes among Metis/Non-Status Indian 
households are approximately 20 percent higher than those of 
similar Status Indian households. These differentials, which 
are most pronounced among mature and older two parent families 
reflect differences between native sub-groups {particularly 
males) in terms of labour force activity and employment 
stability identified in the previous section. 
10. The hypotheses tests were performed at the 95 confidence 
level. 
11. Clearly the large size of the standard errors imply 
that many native individuals have experienced substantial upward 
mobility in the urban labour market. Our analysis suggests 
however, that upward movement is not characteristic of a large 
segment of the native population. 
Table 28 
INCOMES AND SOURCE OF INCOMES, NATIVE HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE AND NATIVE GROUP 
WINNIPEG, 1980 
Status Indians Metis/Non-Status Indians 
Average Household Income Average Household Income ($/annum) ($/annum) Numeric Per Per Code Description Earned Transfer Tot a 1 Capita Earned Transfer Tota 1 Capita 
( 1-4) All Non~Family Households 1 ,650 3,076 4, 726 3,645 3,503 2,592 6,455 5,140 
(5-7) All Childless Couples 6,615 2,538 9,153 4,401 6,557 2,951 9,508 4,622 U1 0'1 
TWO PARENT FAMILIES 
(8-10) Young (oldest child ~5 yr.) 6,160 3,335 9,495 2,652 7,302 2,491 9,793 2,797 
(11-13) Mature (oldest child 5-16 yr.) 7,057 3,125 10 t 182 2,086 9,292 2,845 12,137 2,797 
(14-16) Older (oldest child ~17 yr.) 6,450 iJJj_ 11 ! 561 2,023 13!242 3,808 17!050 3!560 
(8-16) All Two Parent Families 6,604 3,454 10,058 2,317 9,850 3,008 12,858 2,913 
SINGLE PARENT FAMILIES 
(17-19) Young (oldest child ..::.5 yr.) 161 5,468 5,629 2,244 1 ,049 4,709 5,758 2,355 
(20-22) Mature (oldest child 5-16 yr.) 1 t 157 5,794 6,951 1 ,998 1 ,965 6,120 8,085 2,983 
(23-25) Older (olde~t child ~17 yr.) 736 7,671 8,407 1 t 976 1 t 979 6,813 8,792 2,032 
(17-25) All Single Parent Families 866 6,285 7,151 2,033 1 ,810 6,087 7,897 2 t 581 
(1-25) All Households 3,578 4,665 8,243 2,448 5,600 4,275 9,875 3,167 
---------------------------------
Table 29 
DIFFERENCES IN EARNED, TOTAL AND PER CAPITA INCOME, NATIVE AND TOTAL CITY HOUSEHOLDS 
BY TYPE, WINNIPEG, 1980 
Earned as a Ratio of Native to 
Proportion to Total Total City Households 
Numeric . Household Income Per Capita 
Code Description Native Total City Incomes Income 
( 1-4) All Non-Family Households 48.5 84.6 .53 .58 
(5-7) All Childless Couples 69.8 78.3 .57 .55 
Two Parent Families I Ul 
"-.J 
(8-10) Young (oldest child ~5 yr.) 69.3 92.4 I .47 .44 
(11-13) Mature (oldest child 5-16 yr.) 77.4 92.2 .58 .43 
( 14-16) Older (oldest child?l? yr.) 74.0 92.6 .58 .46 
(8-16) All Two Parent Families 74.8 92.4 .52 .42 
Single Parent Families 
(17-19) Young (oldest child~5 yr.) 12.3 45.5 .85 .78 
(20-22) Mature (o1dest·child 5-16 yr.) 21.5 60.2 .80 .70 
(23-25) Older (Oldest child ~17 yr.) 17.4 75.8 . 51 . 51 
(17-25) All Single Parent Families 18.9 64.7 .70 .67 
(-1---£5-) A-1+-Hous-eh o-1-d &3-.-8----86-.--5-----------.--5-1- • 'J?-------------
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Substantial income disparity between the native and general 
city population exists over all household categories (Table 2~. 
On average, household income among the native population is 
about one half that of households in the general population 
(column 3 of Table 29 ). The effects of much higher levels of 
unemployment among the native population are also apparent in 
the table. Only in the case of two parent families and childless 
couples does the proportion of total income derived from 
employment approach that of similar households in the general 
population. Disparity in average and per capita incomes, 
however, tends to be largest among these same household groups 
indicating (not surprisingly) that substantial wage and salary 
differentials exist between the native and general populations. 
Disparity in terms of income adequacy is generally more 
pronounced than differentials in average household income due 
to the larger size of native households. Per capita income of 
the native population is less than 40 percent of that received 
by the general population. 
Tables 30 and 31 provide a more detailed examination 
of the nature and extent of transfer payment dependency 
among the Status Indian and Metis/Non-Status Indian populations, 
respectively. Among both native sub-groups the majority of 
households are receiving some form of transfer payment, most 
commonly social assistance. Although common to all household 
categories reliance upon transfer payments is, as expected, 
es~ally pronounced among single parent families. 
Although unemployment insurance benefits constitute a 
significant source of income to both population sub-groups; 
the actual number of beneficiaries is much smaller than the 
currently unemployed populations (about 37 percent of unemployed 
Numeric 
Code 
( 1-4) 
(5-7) 
(8-10) 
(11-13) 
(14-16) 
(8-16) 
(17-19) 
( 20-22) 
(23-25) 
(17-25) 
(1-25) 
Table 30 
SOURCES OF TRANSFER PAYMENTS TO STATUS INDIAN HOUSEHOLDS 
BY HOUSEHOLD TYPE, WINNIPEG, 1980 
Percent Source of Transfer (percent) 
Receiving Social Ed/Training 
Description Number Transfer Assistance u. I. c. Pension Allowance Other 
All Non-Families 90 83.3 80.0 9.3 22.7 5.3 * 
All Childless Couples 96 52. 1 42. 1 34.0 30.0 12.0 * 
TWO PARENT FAMILIES 
Young (oldest child <5 yr.) 197 56.3 52.3 35. 1 * 22.5 * 
Mature (oldest child 5-16 yr.) 216 63.0 61.8 47.8 14.7 16.9 5.9 
Older (oldest child ~17 yr.) 57 70.2 70.5 17.5 17.5 * +-
All Two Parent Families 470 61 . 1 59.2 38.7 9.4 16.7 2.8 
SINGLE PARENT FAMILIES 
Young (oldest child ~5 yr.) 95 100.0 100.0 * * * * 
Mature (ol~est child 5-16 yr.) 302 92.4 91.4 2.9 4.3 12.9 * 
Older (oldest child ~17 yr.) __1lQ_ 
..12d 90.7 ..l.d. ~ ~ * 
All Single Parent Families 567 94.5 92.7 2.2 4.3 7.8 * 
--
All Households 1 ,223 77.5 78.9 15.5 8.6 10.5 0.1 
Percent 
Multi-Source 
16.0 
15.3 
I 
U1 
9.0 ~ I 
46.3 
5.0 
26.5 
o.o 
8.2 
4.3 
7.3 
14.3 
I 
---- -------------+-
Numeric 
Code 
(1-4) 
(5-7) 
(8-10) 
(11-13) 
(14-16) 
( 8-16) 
(17-19) 
(20-22) 
(23-25) 
{17-25) 
(1-25) 
Table 31 
, 
SOURCES OF TRANSFER INCOME TO METIS/NON-STATUS INDIAN HOUSEHOLDS, 
WINtHPEG, 1980 
Percent Source of Transfer (percent) 
Receiving Social Ed/Training 
Description Number Transfer Assistance U. I. C. Pension Allowance Other 
A 11 Non-Filmil ies 155 69.0 52.3 26.2 22.4 2.8 * 
All Childless Couples 268 62.3 34.7 49.7 22.2 * * 
TWO PARENT FAMILIES 
Young (oldest child <5 yr.) 161 59.6 51.0 44.8 6.3 8.3 * 
Mature (oldest child 5-16 yr.) 430 48.4 33.2 31.7 19.7 19.7 1.9 
Older (oldest child ~17 yr.) __]11 54.9 43.9 29.0 30.8 19.6 * 
All Two Parent Fa~ilies 786 52.3 40.1 34.1 19.5 17.0 9. 1 
SINGLE PARENT FAMILIES 
Young {oldest child <5 yr.) 149 92.6 100.0 * * 2.9 * 
Mature (oldest child 5-16 yr.) 441 90.5 90.2 3.8 6.5 1.8 2.0 
Older (oldest child ~17 yr.) 265 96.6 90.2 6.3 3.8 * 4.7 
All Single Parent Families 855 92.7 91.9 3.9 4.5 1.4 2.5 
All Households 2,064 71.6 68.2 19. 1 12.0 5.7 1.6 
Percent 
Multi-Source 
2.7 
7.2 
10.4 m 
7.8 0 
23.4 
11.7 
2. 1 
4.3 
5.5 
4.3 
6.6 
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Status Indians and 44 percent of unemployed MNSI). This finding 
is not surprising in light of earlier results regardin9 the 
instability and periodic nature of native employment. Either a 
substantial portion of the native labour force is not employed for 
sufficiently long periods of time to qualify for benefits under 
the existing program or periods of unemployment tend to exceed 
benefit payment periods. 
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The study has attempted to fill some of the gaps in our 
understanding of the migration of native peoples to Winnipeg and 
the employment patterns of the city's native population. Although 
largely exploratory and descriptive in nature the analyses hav~ 
produced several findings which should have a bearing on the 
development of policies and programs related to the current and 
future role of the native population in the urban labour market. 
Principal findings of the study are listed below: 
a) the present native population of the survey area (map 1) 
is estimated to be approximately 13,100 comprising about 
5,000 Status IndiaHS and 8,100 M~tts and Non-Status 
Indians. 
b) assuming that the survey area is representative of the 
total city, the total native population of Winnipeg is 
estimated to be 23,000 including about 7,900 Status 
Indians and 15,100 Metis and Non-Status Indians. 
c) Recent migration to the city appears to be somewhat smaller 
than that expected on the basis of previous work suggesting 
the possibility that migration to the city has slowed. 
Present levels of migration, however, remain substantial 
and should contribute to continued rapid growth in the 
city's native population. 
d) Economic issues (particularly the desire for better 
employment opportunities) tend to dominate reasons 
stated for migration to the city although family ties 
in the city or problems on the reserve or in home 
communities were identified as more important reasons 
underlying the migration of females. 
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e) several aspects of the migration patterns of Status 
Indians and Metis/Non-Status Indians are quite similar 
including such elements as age, sex and household 
composition,reasons for moving,and return migration. 
(These similarities suggest that the circumstances 
leading to migration may be quite similar among both 
sub-groups of the native population). 
f) the present urban native population is characterized by 
a very young population structure; families esoecially 
single parent families, represent the dominant household 
types among recent migrants as well as the total native 
population. 
g) very rapid growth in the native labour force is expected 
to occur during the decade. Nearly one quarter of the 
increase in the labour force age group (i.e. 15 +years) 
to 1985 is expected to be of native ancestry. 
h) demographic events, in particular the aging of the native 
population arelikely to result in a reduction in the 
economic burden confronting the native labour force during 
the decade. The burden facing the native labour force, 
however, will continue to exceed that of the general 
city labour force by a substantial amount. 
i) both sub-groups of the native population experience a great 
degree of difficulty in the urban labour market. In 
general, problems appear to be most acute among young 
Status Indian males, and females from both sub-groups. 
j) the unemployment rate of the native population currently 
exceeds 30 percent of the labour force, more than 5 times 
that of the general city population. Levels of disparity 
between the native and general population are greater 
among Status Indiaffiand among older age groups. 
k) with the exception of Metis/Non-Status males the majority 
of native employment is irregular or periodic in nature 
Moreover, average lengths of time between employment tend 
to be quite long (in excess of 7 months). 
1) quite substantial differences between the native and 
general population also exist with respect to labour force 
participation. Participation among males (females) is 
approximately 25 (40) percent lower among the native, as 
opposed to general population. 
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m) Native employment is heavily concentrated in a few 
sectors of the urban economy. Among males, employment 
is focussed in construction, manufacturing and 
processing, and service occupations. Service and 
manufacturing and processing occupations are most common 
among native females (see Table A-10). 
n) The native labour force is for the most_part employed 
in the city's lowest skill/lowest wage occupations. 
In addition, occupational mobility among both native 
sub-groups appears to be largely non-existent or very 
slow (see Table A-ll and A-12). 
o) Substantial income disparity between the native and 
general population exists over all household categories. 
On average, native household income is approximately 
one half that of the general city population ("see 
Tables A-13 and A-14). 
p) Among both native sub-groups the majority of households 
are dependent on some form of transfer payment, most 
commonly social assistance. Although common to all. 
household groups reliance upon transfer payments is, 
as expected, especially pronounced among single parent 
families (see Tables A-15 and A-16). 
In general, the employment and income disparities identified 
in this report are sufficiently large to warrant the consideration 
of special policies and programs to address the needs and problems 
of the urban native population. The need for special attention 
appears particularly great at the point of program design in that 
the native population is characterized by radically different 
demographic composition, education and skill levels, and 
employment experiences. These characteristics of the population 
translate directly into different types of needs and different 
capacities to function within traditional employment environments. 
Of particular concern in this regard are native single parents, 
a group which accounts for nearly one half of all native household 
heads. 
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The study has also identified clearly the positive effects 
of education on labour force performance among the urban native 
population. This finding clearly suggests the need to consider 
the creation of new (and the expansion of existin0) programs 
designed to improve education and skills among the native 
population. In all likelihood, however, the benefits of strategieJ 
promoting improved formal education relate to the long run. 
Given current levels of employment disparity between the native 
and general population, there exists a great and immediate need 
for the development and improvement of remedial programs which 
address the high levels of native unemployment, employment 
instability, and transfer payment dependency. In light of 
the dominance of single parents among the population substantial 
social support mechanisms (e.g. day care) will undoubtedly 
be required. I 
I 
The movement of native single parents into the urban labour / 
force (if desirable) presents a serious dilemma. Due to the largel 
size of most native single parent families payments under the cur,~ent 
social assistance plan exceed employment earnings at the minimum 
wage level. For employment to be a viable economic alternative 
for native single parents wages earned will have to be 
substantially larger than currently legislated minimums. This 
dilemma could be overcome by removing the employment earning 
disincentives which currently exist in social assistance 
legislation. 
The study's findings also appear to have implications 
-for the establishment of priorities concerning target groups. 
Unemployment, for example, was found to be most severe among 
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young adults, especially females and Status Indian males. 
Existing and future employment programs could easily be 
tailored to reach those segments of the population more 
effectively. 
At a more general level, the study's results lead to the 
conclusion that the native labour force is by and large locked 
into low skill/low entry level/low wage occupations (i.e. the 
secondary labour market). If improvement to the aggregate 
economic well-being of the population is to be achieved, labour 
market policy and programs must be designed to break this 
pattern. Some very aggressive forms of affirmative action 
programming may be required. 
Presently the majority of employment and social support 
programs available to native migrants have been designed to 
address the needs of general (non-native) society. Although 
no systematic research appears to exist which compares directly 
the needs or adjustment experiences of natives as opposed to 
non-native migrants to the city, research undertaken 1n this 
study suggests very strongly that past and current programming 
efforts are not leading to the successful adjustment of native 
peoples to urban life. Clearly the issue of special, comprehen-
sive programming designed solely to meet the needs of native 
migrants should be given careful consideration. 
In closing, it should be emphasized that the study by 
itself does not provide a sufficiently rich base of knowledge 
for the formulation of appropriate policies and programs to 
deal with the problems confronting the native labour force. 
The major objective was to clarify somewhat the characteristics 
of the population and to identify the nature, magnitude, and 
parameters of the population's difficulties in the urban labour 
market. It is hoped that the information contained in the paper 
will at least serve to focus discussion and to provide some 
direction for subsequent, more detailed research which can be 
translated into more direct forms of action. 
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I.U.S. Native Housing Data Base 
1.1 Individual Sub-File 
I NFOR~1A TI ON 
BIT 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
ll 
12 
l3 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
DESCRIPTION 
census tract I.D. 
age 
sex 
education level 
current employment s~atus 
indian group 
weeks worked last year 
length of time in city 
present job S.E.S. 
present job rank of S.E.S. 
present job occupation I.D. # 
present job length of employment 
present job hours per week 
time unemployed between current 
and previous job 
previous job S.E.S. 
previous job rank of S.E.S. 
previous job occupation I.D. # 
previous job length of employment 
previous job hours per week 
time unemployed between previous and 
2nd previous job 
2nd previous job S.E.S. 
2nd previous job rank of S.E.S. 
2nd previous job occupation I.D. # 
2nd previous job length of employment 
2nd previous job hours per week 
time unemployed between 2nd and 3rd 
previous jobs 
3rd previous job S.E.S. 
3rd previous job rank of S.E.S. 
3rd previous job occupation 1.0.· # 
3rd previous job length of employment 
3rd previous job hours per week 
lst job in city S.E.S. 
lst job in city rank of S.E.S. 
lst job in city occupation 1.0. # 
1st job in city length of employment 
1st job in city hours per week 
buffer 
TOTAL length 
FORMAT 
13 
12 
Il 
12 
Il 
Il 
12 
I3 
14 
I3 
14 
I3 
12 
13 
14 
I3 
14 
I3 
12 
I3 
14 
I3 
14 
12 
13 
14 
13 
14 
I3 
12 
14 
I3 
14 
I3 
12 
110 
1114 
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I.U.S. Native Housing Data Base 
1.2 Household Sub-File 
VARIABLE 
1 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
ll 
12 
13 
14 
lS 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
2S 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
3S 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
DESCRIPTION 
Sampling Area 
Sex of Household Head (H.H.) 
Age of Household Head (H.H.) 
Education Level of H.H. 
Employment Status of H.H. 
Native Group of H.H. 
Household Type 
Household Size 
# of Children aged <: S years 
#of Children aged S-16 years 
# of Children aged ~17 years 
# of Household members employed 
Total Household Income 
Transfer Income 
Recipient of Social Assistance 
U. I. recipient 
Pension recipient 
Ed/Training Allowance recipient 
Other transfer recipient 
Months since moving to city 
# of times a resident of Winnipeg 
Reasons for Moving to Winnipeg: 
Employment 
Education 
Medical 
Housing 
Family in city 
Problems on reserve 
Other 
Community of Origin (or reserve) 
Migration Intentions 
# of Household members in labour force 
# of Major housing unit defects 
C.M.H.C. housing condition code 
Structure type 
# of rooms 
# of rooms used as bedrooms 
Tenure 
Value of owner occupied units 
Annual shelter cost 
Buffer 
TOTAL Length 
DATA 
FORMAT 
I2 
Il 
I2 
I2 
Il 
Il 
I2 
I2 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
IS 
IS 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
I3 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
I2 
I2 
Il 
I6 
I4 
Ill 
I7S 
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~_o_c_ i_a_ll:_l~l_l_,_iT'_9__ _;_o_ur~ c i l _ _Q__f L'i n n i_p_sg_:__~~vcy_Q_f House: hol_Q_~ e: nd 
H o us i .!2_9_jJ_Q_~s_, __ l2_Zl_ 
DATA DICTIONARY 
1. Household 
1.1 Socio-demographic characteristics of household 
1.1.1 Member Information 
1.1.1.1 Member Information -Head of Household 
I 
INTERVIEW $CHED. 
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
Age of household head 
Marital status of household head 
*Ethnicity of household head 
*Mother tongue of household head 
Automobile ownership - head of 
household 
Current work status - head of 
household 
Distance travelled to work 
(~.= or>l mile)- head of 
household 
Distance travelled to work 
(no. of miles> 1) - head of 
household 
Total employment income - head 
of household 
Social assistance status - head 
of household 
*Total transfer and other income -
head of household 
Sex of household head 
*Total income (1977) - head of 
household 
VARIABLE NAME 
-
VAR 007 
VAR 016 
VAR 034 
VAR 035 
VAR 167 
VAR 168 
VAR 169 
VAR 170 
VAR 203 
VAR 212 
VAR 214 
VAR 312 
VAR 321 
QUESTION NWMBER 
A.2 
A.3 
A.5 
A.6 
C.l 
C.2 
C.3 
C.3 
D.2 
D.2 
I 
D.2 I 
creaked 
crealted 
1.1.1.2 Member Information - Other than Head of Household 
Age of spouse VAR 008 A.2 
Ages of members 3-9 VAR 009-015 A.2 
Marital status of members 3-9 VAR 018-024 A.3 
*Members 3-9 relationship to bead VAR 027-033 A.4 I 
*Spouses total income VAR 354 created 
I 
*Total income for members 3-9 SlJMINC 3-9 created 
-AS-
1.1.2 Household Information 
*Household type by Household Size 
*Household type (family/non-family) 
*Family type 
Number of members in household 
Number of members under 18 
Number of members over 18 
Number of members with income 
Number of children under 5 in 
household 
Number of children 5-16 years 
in household 
Total household employment income 
Total household other income 
Total household income 
*Household size index 
*Household size adjusted total 
household income 
*MHRC adjusted total household 
income 
Percentage of gross income spent 
on shelter (renters) 
Percentage of gross income spent 
on shelter (owners) 
Percentage of gross income spent 
on shelter (all) 
Percentage of household size 
adjusted income spent on 
shelter (renters) 
Percentage of household size 
adjusted income spent on 
shelter (ownP-rs) 
Percentage of household size 
adjusted income spent on 
shelter (all) 
Percentage of MHRC adjusted 
income spent on shelter 
(renters) 
Percentage of MHRC adjusted 
income spent on shelter 
(owners) 
Percentage of MHRC adjusted 
income spent on shelter 
(all) 
VAR 306 
VAR 307 
VAR 308 
VAR 309 
VAR 310 
VAR 311 
VAR 313 
KIDAGE ..( 5 
VAR 346 
VAR 314 
VAR 315 
VAR 316 
VAR 317 
VAR 318 
VAR 326 
VAR 330 
VAR 331 
VAR 332 
VAR 333 
VAR 334 
VAR 335 
VAR 336 
VAR :-337 
VAR 338 
createid 
i 
createid 
creat~d 
I 
creat,d 
creat€1d 
creat~d 
creatJd creat~d 
creatJd 
creatJd 
creat~d 
creat~d 
created 
I 
creatJd 
creatjd 
creatjd 
. creatld 
creatld 
creatL 
creatL 
created 
creatL 
created 
creaJd 
Location of last residence by 
census tract 
Location of last residence by 
enumeration area 
Distance moved to current 
residence 
Location of 2nd last residence 
by CT 
Location of 2nd last residence 
by EA 
Distance moved to last residence 
Number of moves since January,l975 
Number of units considered before 
selecting current residence 
Means of locating current residence 
Number of years at current 
residence 
Number of years at last residence 
Number of years at 2nd last 
residence 
Number of years at 3rd last 
residence 
Number of years at 4th last 
residence 
*Adjusted current stay 
Number of moves since 1973 
Average years of stay (past 1973) 
Last to current residence move 
in relation to census tracts 
2nd last to current residence 
move in relation to census 
tracts 
2nd last to last residence move 
in relation to census tracts 
*Current residence by neighbourhood 
type 
Current residence by ward 
Last residence by neighbourhood 
type 
Last residence by ward 
2nd last residence by neighbourhood 
type 
2nd last residence by ward 
*Last to current residence move 
in relation to inner city, 
suburb, city or non city 
locations 
VAR 176 
VAR 177 
VAR 178 
VAR 180 
VAR 181 
VAR 182 
VAR 186 
VAR 191 
VAR 192 
VAR 355 
VAR 356 
VAR 357 
VAR 358 
VAR 359 
VAR 360 
VAR 361 
VAR 362 
VAR 363 
VAR 364 
VAR 365 
NEIGHBRD 
VAR 370 
VAR 371 
VAR 372 
VAR 373 
VAR 374 
VAR 388 
C.7 
C.7 
C.7 
C.7 
C.7 I 
C.7 I 
i C.8 I 
I 
C.111 
C.121 
I 
created 
I 
created 
I 
created 
! 
I 
created 
-I 
I 
created 
! 
created 
! 
created 
I 
created 
I 
created 
I 
crea-ced 
I 
created 
I 
creafed 
creared 
creafed 
creaied 
creafed 
creafed 
' 
created 
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Percentage of gross income 
spent on rent 
Percentage of household size 
adjusted income spent on rent 
Percentage of MHRC adjusted 
income spent on rent 
*Income shortfall for 25% 
Shelter Cost Ratio - (renters) 
Income shortfall for 25% 
Shelter Cost Ratio - (owners) 
Income shortfall for 25% 
Shelter Cost Ratio - (all) 
Income shortfall for 30% SCR 
(renters) 
Income shortfall for 30% SCR 
(owners) 
Income shortf&ll for 30% SCR 
(all) 
Income shortfall for 35% SCR 
(renters) 
Income shortfall for 35% SCR 
(owners) 
Income shortfall for 35% SCR 
(all) 
Gross shelter cost ratio per 
habitable room 
Household-size adjusted shelter 
cost ratio per room 
MHRC - adjusted shelter cost 
ratio per room 
1.2 Migration Characteristics 
Current residence by census tract 
Current residence by enumeration 
area 
*Numeric listing of current 
residence by survey sample 
areas (corresponding to CTJEA 
location) 
Move since January 1975 
Ye~rs of stay where no move 
since January 1975 
VAR 339 
VAR 340 
VAR 341 
VAR 375 
VAR 376 
VAR 377 
VAR 378 
VAR 379 
VAR 380 
VAR 381 
VAR 382 
VAR 383 
VAR 332A 
VAR 335A 
VAR 338A 
VAR 002 
VAR 003 
SMPLESTE 
VAR 173 
VAR 174 
-----
I 
creaied 
I 
I 
I 
I 
created 
I 
I 
i 
creared 
I 
creafed 
I creared 
creared 
i crea~ed 
I 
crea
1
ted 
created 
created 
cre]ted 
ere 
1
ted 
cre~ted 
creJted 
creJted 
A.l 
A.l 
I 
created 
C.6 
C.6 
Location of last residence by 
census tract 
Location of last residence by 
-AS-
VAR 176 
enumeration area VAR 177 
Distance moved to current 
residence VAR 178 
Location of 2nd last residence 
by CT VAR 180 
Location of 2nd last residence 
by EA VAR 181 
Distance moved to last residence VAR 182 
Number of moves since January,l975 VAR 186 
Number of units considered before 
selecting current residence VAR 191 
Means of locating current residence VAR 192 
Number of years at current 
residence VAR 355 
Number of years at last residence VAR 356 
Number of years at 2nd last 
residence VAR 357 
Number of years at 3rd last 
residence VAR 358 
Number of years at 4th last 
residence VAR 359 
*Adjusted current stay VAR 360 
Number of moves since 1973 VAR 361 
Average years of stay (past 1973) VAR 362 
Last to current residence move 
in relation to census tracts VAR 363 
2nd last to current residence 
move in relation to census 
tracts 
2nd last to last residence move 
in relation to census tracts 
*Current residence by neighbourhood 
type 
Current residence by ward 
Last residence by neighbourhood 
type 
Last residence by ward 
2nd last residence by neighbourhood 
type 
2nd last residence by ward 
~Last to current residence move 
in relation to inner city, 
suburb, city or non city 
locations 
VAR 364 
VAR 365 
NEIGHBRD 
VAR 370 
VAR 371 
VAR 372 
VAR 373 
VAR 374 
VAR 388 
C.7 
C.7 
C.7 
C.7 
C.7 
C.7 
C.8 
C.ll 
C.l2 
created 
creatbd 
I 
created 
creatld creat~d 
created 
creat~d 
creatbd 
creatld 
creatrd 
creatd 
creatrd 
d 
d 
d 
creatled 
created 
creat 1ed 
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2nd last to current residence 
move in relation to inner-
city,suburb, city or non-
city locations 
2nd last to last residence move 
in relation to inner-city, 
suburb, city or non-city 
locations 
1.3 Attitudes and Perceptions 
VAR 389 
VAR 390 
1.3.1 Neighbourhood and Dwelling Safety 
Occurrence of theft from 
dwelling 
Occurrence of assault or 
robber to member of household 
within neighbourhood area 
Reporting of above occurrences 
General perception of safety or 
danger in the neighbourhood 
Degree of danger perceived 
Occurrence of fire in dwelling 
unit during residence 
Reporting of fire to fire dept. 
VAR 070 
VAR 071 
VAR 072 
VAR 073 
VAR 074 
VAR 075 
VAR 076 
1.3.2 Condition of, and Satisfaction with Dwelling Units 
Perceived condition of dwelling 
unit 
Extent which dwelling meets needs 
Expection of those needs being 
satisfied within next few years 
*Reasons why needs are not likely 
to be satisfied in this time 
frame 
*Perceived condition and cost of 
dwelling unit 
VAR 155 
VAR 156 
VAR 157 
VAR 158-159 
COSTREPR 
I 
creat~d 
I 
creatd 
B.l8 
B.l8 
B.l9 
i 
B. 20 I 
B.20 
B.21 
B.22 
B.46 
B.47 
B.48 
B.49 
crearted 
1.3.3 Migration 
Probability of moving in 
next 3 years 
*Reasons for moving from last 
residence 
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*Reasons for selecting current 
residence 
1.3.4 Cost/Value 
Estimated fair market value 
for building owned by 
landlord - renters 
Perceived fair market value for 
dwelling unit owned by land-
lord - renters 
Perceived fair rent for current 
dwelling unit - renters 
Expected selling price for owned 
dwelling (building) - owners 
Expected selling price for owned 
dwelling (unit) - owners 
Estimated fair market rent for 
owned dwelling unit - owners 
Fairness of price, paid or 
paying, for current dwelling 
Reasonableness of cost of housing 
in Winnipeg 
Estimated fair or reasonable rent 
for household in light of that 
household's present financial 
VAR 172 
VAR 187 
VAR 188 
VAR 189 
VAR 190 
VAR 085 
VAR 300 
VAR 305 
VAR 086 
VAR 367 
VAR 119 
VAR 160 
VAR 163 
situation VAR 164 
Estimated fair or reasonabl~ 
mortgage payments for the kind 
of housing required by household VAR 165 
*Perceived fair percentage of 
gross income for shelter VAR 342 
*Perceived fair percentage of 
household size adjusted 
income for shelter VAR 343 
*Perceived fair percentage of 
MHRC adjusted income for 
shelter VAR 344 
C.5 
C.9 
C.9 
C.lO 
C.lO 
B.29 
created 
I 
created 
I 
B.30 I 
creat~d 
I 
I 
B.39 
B.50 
B.52 
B. 53 
B. 54 
I 
creatbd 
creatled 
crea"ted 
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2. Dwelling Unit 
2.1 Physical Characteristics of Dwelling Unit 
Number of rooms in dwelling 
unit VAR 038 
Rooms used for business only VAR 039 
Number of rooms used for business 
purposes only VAR 040 
Number of rooms for personal use 
only VAR 273 
Number of bedrooms VAR 041 
Number of sq.ft. of living space VAR 042 
Number of sq.ft. per person VAR 327 
2.2 Physical Characteristics of the Building 
Date of construction 
*Structural type 
*Construction type 
Number of floors in multiple 
dwelling 
Number of units in building 
Age of building 
VAR 037 
VAR 259 
VAR 260 
VAR 261 
VAR 272 
BLDGAGE 
2.3 Physical Conditions and Amenities of Dwelling Unit 
Number of rooms without windows 
or skylights 
Number of rooms without elec·trical 
outlets 
Number of rooms without operating 
light fixtures 
Presence of pests or vermine 
Number of people per room 
Number of people per bedroom 
*Number of interior defects 
VAR 056 
VAR 057 
VAR 058 
VAR 063 
VAR 328 
VAR 329 
VAR 366 
B.2 
B.3 
B.3 
I 
createp 
B.4 I 
B. 5 I 
created 
B.l 
F.2 
F.3 
I 
F.4 I 
created 
I 
created 
B.l4.1 
I 
B.l4.21 
I 
B.l4.31 
B.l7 1 
create' 
create1 
create1 
I 
I 
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2.4 Physical Conditions and Amenities of the Building 
Household's use of kitchen 
facility (exclusive or shared) VAR 043 
Use of refrigerator VAR 044 
Use of stove VAR 045 
Use of sink with hot and cold 
water VAR 046 
Use of kitchen shelving and 
storage space VAR 047 
Use of electrical outlets in 
kitchen VAR 048 
Use of kitchen counter space VAR 049 
Household use of flush· toilet 
(exclusive or shared) VAR 050 
Number of non-household members 
sharing toilet VAR 051 
Household use of bath or shower 
(exclusive or shared) VAR 052 
Number of non-household members 
sharing bath or shower VAR 053 
*Largest number of non-household 
members sharing both toilet 
and bath facilities VAR 274 
*Presence of centrai heating VAR 054 
Presence of off-street parking 
facility VAR 055 
Household use of washing machine VAR 059 
Household use of indoor clothes 
drying facility VAR 060 
Household use of outdoor space 
for clothes drying VAR 061 
Household use of telephone VAR 062 
*Number of above amenities not 
available to household VAR 281 
Presence of outside fire escape 
(for multiple dwelling only) VAR 263 
Presence of two separate stairwells 
to ground floor and outside 
doors (multiple dwell-ing only) VAR 264 
Presence of fire doors in hallways 
(multiple dwelling only) VAR 265 
.. 
Presence of fire alarms in hallways 
(multiple dwelling only) VAR 266 
B.6 
B.7 
B.7 
B.7 
B.7 
B.7 
B.7 
B.8 
B.9 
B.lO 
B.ll 
I crea~ed 
B.l2/ 
B.l~ 
B.lJ5 
B 1 · 
. I 
B.l~ 
B.l5 
I 
created 
F.4 
F.4 
F.4 
F.4 
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Presence of smoke or heat 
detectors in stairwells 
(multiple dwelling only) 
Presence of fire extinquishers in 
hallways (multiple dwelling only) 
*Presence of alternative egress 
from building 
*Number of major structural 
defects of building 
*Number of minor interior defects 
of building 
*Exterior condition of the building 
(CMHC rating) 
*Number of fire prevention items 
missing 
*State of repair of building -
interior and exterior 
*Absence of amenities in building 
VAR 267 
VAR 268 
VAR 280 
VAR 284 
VAR 285 
VAR 286 
VAR 287 
FACTORl 
FACTOR2 
2.5 Neighbourhood Characteristics and Amenities 
*Distance (Number of blocks) to 
regular bus service access 
point 
Distance (same) to supermarket 
Distance (same) to convenience 
store 
Distance (same) to drug store 
Distance (same) to school 
Distance (same) to park 
*Weighted household access to 
neighbourhood services 
Land use of property opposite 
building 
Land use of property to one side 
Land use of property to other side 
Conforming land use on one side 
Conforming land use on other side 
Conforming land use on opposite 
*Neighbourhood type 
VAR 064 
VAR 065 
VAR 066 
VAR 067 
VAR 068 
VAR 069 
VAR 275 
VAR 269 
VAR 270 
VAR 271 
VAR 277 
VAR 278 
VAR 279 
NEIGHBRD 
F.4 
F.4 
creat ed 
crea 
cre+d 
crea~ed 
creajed 
crea ed 
creaJed 
B.l7 
B.l7 
B.l7 
B.l7 
B.l7 
B.l7 
creaited 
I 
F.5 
F.5 
F.5 I 
created 
I 
created 
creaied 
crea::ied 
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2.6 Economic Characteristics of Dwelling Unit 
*Presence and nature of housing 
payment reduction for dwelling 
unit 
Amount by which housing payment 
is reduced each month 
Nature of tenure for dwelling unit 
RENTERS 
P~ount of regular rent payment 
Inclusion or exclusion of 
furnishing in rental agreement 
Frequency of rent payment 
Inclusion or exclusion in/from 
payment of the value of rooms 
used solely for business 
purposes 
Value in rent for rooms used 
solely for business purposes 
*Actual cash r.ent paid 
*Total regular rent ·paid in 1977 
*Actual total rent paid in 1977 
OWNERS 
Number of mortgages on dwelling 
Regular mortgage payment - lst 
mortgage 
Regular mortgage 
mortgage 
Regular mortgage 
mortgage 
payment - 2nd 
payment - 3rd 
Frequency of ~ortgage payment 
- 1st mortgage 
Frequency of mortgage payment 
- 2nd mortgage 
Frequency of mortgage payment 
- 3rd mortgage 
VAR 077 
VAR 078 
VAR 079 
VAR 080 
VAR 081 
VAR 082 
VAR 083 
VAR 084 
VAR 289 
VAR 290 
VAR 291 
VAR 090 
VAR 091 
VAR 092 
VAR 093 
.VAR 094 
VAR 095 
VAR 096 
B.23 
B.23 
B.24 
B.25 
B.25 
B.26 
B.27 
B.28 
created 
created 
created 
B.32 
B.33 
B.33 
B.33 
B. 34 
B.34 
B. 34 
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Charges included in mortgage 
payment (principle, interest, 
taxes) - 1st mortgage 
Charges included in mortgage 
payment. (principle, interest, 
taxes) - 2nd mortgage 
Charges included in mortgage 
payment (principle, interest, 
taxes) - 3rd mortgage 
Number of dwelling units included 
in mortgage - lst mortgage 
Number of dwelling units included 
in mortgage - 2nd mortgage 
Number of dwelling units included 
in mortgage - 3rd mortgage 
Total mortgage payments on the 
dwelling unit for 1977 
Total yearly taxes paid where this 
amount is not included in 
mortgage payment 
Number of dwelling units to 
which above tax figure 
applies 
Total taxes on dwelling unit,l977 
Total water bill per unit, 1977 
Total electricity bill per unit 
1977 
Total gas bill per unit, 1977 
Total oil/coal bill per unit,l977 
Total parking bill per unit,l977 
Total other services bill per 
unit, 1977 
Total utility bill per unit,l977 
Total cost of repairs and 
maintenance for dwelling unit 
in 1977 
*Total shelter cost for renters,l977 
Total shelter cost for owners,l977 
Total 1977 shelter cost for all 
respondents 
VAR 097-100 
VAR 101-104 
VAR 105-108 
VAR 109-110 
VAR 111-112 
VAR 113-114 
VAR 301 
VAR 115 
VAR 117-118 
VAR 302 
VAR 292 
VAR 293 
VAR 294 
VAR 295 
VAR 296 
VAR 297 
VAR 298 
VAR 304 
VAR 299 
VAR 303 
VAR 368 
B. 35 
B.35 
B.35 
B.36 
B.36 
B.36 
rea 
B.37 
B.38 
creatJd 
creatJd 
I 
creat4d 
I 
created 
I 
created 
I 
created 
I 
created 
creat~d 
created 
creat~d 
creatkd. 
creatld 
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Assumption l - General Fertility Rates* 
Source: Estimated from birth data contained on I.U.S. Urban 
Native Data Base. 
a) Status Indians 
205 births/1980 females aged 15-44 years 
= 103.5 births/1000 females 15-44 years 
b) r~eti s/Non-Status Indians 
235 births/4382 females 15-44 years 
= 53.6 births/1000 females 15-44 years 
c) Sex distribution of births assumed to be 50/~6 male/female. 
Assumption 2 - Mortality Rates 
Source: A. Siggner (1979) regarding 1973-1976 averages 
for Canadian Indians 
Age Group 
4 weeks-1 year 
1-4 years 
5-19 years 
20-44 years 
45-64 years 
65+ years 
Deaths/1000 Population 
14.0/1000 
3.1/1000 
1.9/1000 
6.0/1000 
15.7 /l 000 
57.0/1000 
* Includes births to women migrating to the city during 
previous 12 month period. 
-Al8-
Assumption 3 - Annual Net Migration Rates 
Source: Estimated from duration of residence data available 
on the I.U.S. Urban Native Data Base. 
A 
NMRjkl = 
60 
~ 
i=l3 
(years) A \jkl I 4 
where Xijkl = population estimate of individuals 
duration of residence category i 
(in months since arriving in city), 
age group j, sex category k, and 
native subgroup l. 
Population Estimate 
n 
A 
X . = 2 
.J i=l 
.1\ 
where x_j 
X •• lJ 
and Yi 
= 
= 
= 
X .. * l lJ - y. 
J 
the estimate of the size of the population 
in the jth category of variable X 
actual number of observations in sampling 
area i and in the jth category of variable X 
proportion of the population in sampling 
area i contacted via the survey (i.e. the 
sampling level) 
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APPENDIX C 
Occupational Categories 
and the Blishen/McRoberts 
Index 
- A20 -
Construction of the Blishen/McRoberts Scale 
The Blishen/11cRoberts (B/M) socio-economic index of occupa-
tions is based upon the results of a regression analysis 
employing occupational prestige as the dependent variable and 
education level and income as independent variables. 
The relationship may be expressed as follows: 
Status (Y) = B1 Income (X1) + B2 Education (X2) + C 
The scaled occupations are taken from those listed in the 
1971 Canadian occupational manual (Department of Manpower and 
Immigration~ 1974). The scale is a revision of the same type of 
analysis employed by Blishen•s (1967) original index. 
The data for the scale are taken from the 1971 Canadian 
census and"a_re based on those persons _in the male labour force 
:who worked in 1970 and for whom occupation refers to the job 
held in the week preceding the 1971 census enumeration or the 
job of longest duration since 1 January, 1970 if they were 
not employed that week 11 (Blishen and McRoberts~ 1976: 71). 
The income variable was defined as follows: "the income 
level ... is express~d as the percentage of males who worked 
in an occupation in 1970 and whose 1970 employment income was 
$6500 or over" (p. 7l ). Income data were obtained from a total 
enumeration of the labour force collected through the 1971 
census. 
The education variable 11 iS expressed as the percentage of 
males who worked in an occupation in 1970 and who had attended 
at least grade 12 if the province of schooling was Prince Edward 
Island, New Br~swick, Ontario, British Columbia, Yukon, or 
outside Canada, or who had attended at least Grade 11 if their 
- A21-
schooling had been undertaken in Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, 
Quebec, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, or Alberta'' (p. 72). Again, 
data were obtained from a total enumeration of the labour 
force collected through the 1971 census. 
The dependent variable, occupational prestige, was defined 
as the Pineo-Porter (1966) prestige score for occupations. 
Prestige scores for 102 occupations which corresponded to the 
1971 census occupational classification were utilized. "The 
unstandardized regression weights resulting from the regression 
analysis were .Z640 for income and .3619 for education. The 
intercept was 13.985 11 (p. 72). Occupations were ranked 
according to a 10-digit socio-economic index score produced in 
the regression analysis. 
Table C-1 provides an alphabetical listing of CCDO 
occupations by socio-economic index and the rank of the index. 
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Tablec-1 
ALPHABETICAL UST!NG OF OCCUPATIONS BY SOCIOECONOMIC INDEX AND RANK ORDER, 
CANADA, 197! 
Occupational 
classification 
number 
Occupational 
classification 
8373 
Jl71 
3335 
3314 
4192 
1134 
1133 
5174 
2155 
2131 
9119 
9113 
8515 
8582 
6169 
2165 
2141 
2159 
3373 
3375 
6147 
8213 
6143 
61D 
8227 
2133 
7715 
8337 
8571 
9517 
4131 
4139 
8782 
9171 
858.5 
8525 
5177 
5191 
8.541 
7311 
8781 
8251 
6133 
6121 
8179 
2142 
2111 
2143 
8379 
8159 
3370 
8173 
4191 
5133 
6116 
2791 
8783 
9133 
8733 
8171 
8111 
8575 
8371 
3333 
91.55 
91.51 
3157 
3113 
3152 
3154 
1!165 
2163 
5193 
4143 
Dll 
n9J 
8739 
8533 
2144 
8531 
8731 
9559 
8535 
8534 
2731 
I739 
=~~~~i~1~!~1~7:~~~~cfi~~~a!~f:~~;tonc. n.e.c. 
~ctors . 
Jrd. & illustr.atinsartts.ts 
l>djusters.. claim 
Bdminis.t.r&~tOfs. medicine & health 
~~:dministr:ators. tcr-ching & rd. fields 
advcni~inf:: s.alcsmcn 
Jscron:autical engineers 
a¥riculxurists & reL_5ocicntists 
21r tran~port opcratmg occs. n.c.c. 
:~~~;=Pt~/:~~~&~!~~~bf.'::~.c~:e.~ 
aircro;fi mcch.anics & repairmen 
apparel & rumishinp. service occs. n.e.c.. 
•rchitec. & engineering technologists & technici.lns 
architects 
.archil eels. & engineers n.e:c. 
.athletes 
attendants. span&. recreation 
babrsitters 
bakmg. confectiooc:ry m:aking & rel. oca. 
b3rbers. h.ol.irdres~rs & rei. occs. 
b:ancodeu 
bcvcr;,;,ge process. occs. 
biologists & rc:L scientists 
bl~s.ting occs. 
boilcr~kers. platers & structur::al metal workers 
bondinf: & cem-enting occs.: rubb. pl•st. & reL prod. 
bookbinders & n:J. occs. 
bookkeepers & acc·ling clerks 
bookkeeping. llCCount-rccording & rc1. occs. n.c.c. 
brick & stone m<:<son:s. & tile setters 
bus drivers. 
bus. & commcrc. m.:..ch~nc mechanics & repairmen 
bus. & commcrc. m.2chincs bbricat. &. as~mbL occs. n.c.c. 
business services salesmen 
buyers. whotcs.:ak & retail tr.adc 
Cdbinet & -ood furniture makers 
captains & oth. officers. fishing vess.ds 
carpenters & rei. occs. 
~h~~~~~;&et::~:~~S-
chefs .& cool<s 
chem. petroL rubb. plast. & rcL mater. proce-ss. occs. n.c.c. 
chcmic.a1 engineers 
chemists 
civil cnsincers 
clay. gbss & stone & rd. mat. m..3Chin. occs.. n.c..c. 
cl.ay. gbss & stone process. forming & rd. oc:cs. n.c.c. 
co:achcs •. tr.iners. instructors & mgrs: 5r.r1 & rec. 
co;~ting & c:alt:nderin,E occs: chcm.. & re . mat. 
colleCtors 
commercial tDvclkrs 
commissioned officers. armed f04"ces 
commun. co11c~e & vocattoruJ school teachers 
concrete finishmE & rd. occs.. 
-conductors & brakemen. Tdi1W2y 
constructioo electric.&. repairmen 
crushing & grinding occs: chcm. & rd. materials 
crushin,g & grinding occs: minc:..l ores 
cuttin,t:. & finishing occs: rubb. plast. .&. ret prod. 
cuttinE & shapin,g occs: cby • .sb~s & stone 
&ocers & choreographers 
ckd: crew. ship 
deck officers 
dent•l hygM:nists. assist. & technic. 
<kntists 
dietici:.ms &. nutritionists. 
di~pe-n!!ling opticians 
disliL. sublim. & c:arboniz. occs. chemicals & rd. materials 
dr.oughtsmcn 
driver-:s.::tlc~mcn 
c.d.p. equip. operators 
economists 
cducatiot"141 & YOC;otioJU1 couiisdlors 
cL pow. JighL & wire commun. equip. crcc_ L &. r. occs. n.c.c. 
dec. & rel. c<Juip.-i. & r. occs. n.c.c. 
electrical en,gtn.ccrs 
dectrical equip. bbric1t. & a:ss.cmb. occs. 
clcctria.l po"""'cr lineman & ret. occs. 
ckctron. &. rd. commun. equip. ppc~1ing occs. n.e.c. 
declronic & rel. ~quip. inst~11. & rcp2ir. occs.. n.c:~c. 
electronic equip. f~bric.at. & :as~mb. occs... 
ekm. & kinderganen 1c:.c:hcrs 
ckmc:nL & s.ec. schooll~chin,g & rd. occs. n.c:.c. 
Socio-
economic 
index 
30.36-49 
67.4100 
49.4299 
48.6593 
53.1130 
70.4313 
75.2846 
57.2838 
66.9202 
61.1907 
~1.2020 
59.1959 
-41.7126 
515605 
26.7076 
62.5002 
71.9520 
68.9527 
~9.2975 
29.9834 
2-4.5828 
28.4424 
25.0670 
26.4920 
-40.7-490 
6.5.7778 
33.3923 
41.07-45 
33.7494 
38.~55 
50.7098 
50.9450 
29.4705 
32.DI8 
50.1-433 
50.2132 
60.8690 
55.4303 
27.0457 
29.7920 
28.0382 
44.219-4 
27.1178 
26.8068 
45.6396 
70.8910 
66.4193 
69.2593 
32.1559 
32.1517 
40.8675 
33.0795 
-49.7978 
57.-4109 
68.1072 
66.1264 
29.0537 
47.8677 
. 40.8823 
31.-4274 
37.9576 
31.8769 
28.6463 
38.2202 
28.9~68 
-4-(.8931 
4S.2832 
7-4.6984 
64.4183 
-49.7960 
57.4990 
62.0921 
32.8339 
55.8252 
69.6355 
71.9267 
-48.2167 
-43.7960 
70.7-401 
35.-47-49 
-48.5124 
54.01-43 
59.7432 
38.57-49 
6S.8531 
55..5~1 
Rank 
388 
37 
176 
185 
140 
20 
J 
105 
42 
78 
260 
91 
253 
153 
443 
66 
13 
26 
177 
394 
-466 
~20 
460 
449 
268 
50· 
349 
264 
347 
291 
160 
159 
405 
368 
166 
165 
81 
12-4 
-436 
398 
-422 
233 
435 
-4-(J 
21-4 
18 
45 
n 
370 
371 
203 
353 
171 
104 
34 
-48 
-408 
194 
202 
378 
305 
37-4 
418 
302 
-411 
222 
189 
3 
59 
172 
103 
69 
357 
119 
22 
14 
190 
ns 
19 
326 
186 
135 
87 
294 
-49 
120 
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Occupational 
classification 
number 
Occupational 
classification 
6193 
91.57 
&Sil 
9153 
8391 
8711 
8719 
8579 
8549 
8539 
8569 
7197 
7131 
7182 
7112 
8393 
8163 
I 135 
2792 
611J 
8217 
7313 
7319 
8211 
6129 
8229 
9110 
8160 
8370 
8150 
8730 
9550 
8710 
85:0 
8550 
8530 
8540 
8210 
7510 
9310 
8580 
8310 
8130 
,8330 
8110 
7710 
9170 
8780 
9590 
8390 
8290 
9190 
7180 
9510 
8590 
8"'..50 
9130 
9530 
8260 
8350 
8230 
8570 
7519 
7511 
8331 
8155 
8221 
6141 
8151 
8555 
1130 
4197 
2112 
8795 
1113 
6115 
6144 
3119 
8295 
9311 
6145 
4194 
7315 
8796 
8"'-56 
9916 
8236 
8376 
81S6 
85S6 
8526 
8546 
dcv:.tor opc:r.ating occs.. 
engine&. boiler room crew. ship 
enEinc & rei. equip. fabri.c:.r. & a~!a-emb. occs.. n.c:.c. 
cnsinccdng officers. ship 
cng_n1 vcn. etchers & rd. occs.. 
c:XClivatin&.brading&. rd. occs. 
e).cavating. grading. pavings & rd. occs. n.e.c.. 
fabricaL a~s.cmb. & repair. occs: rubb. plas.t. & rd. prod. n.e.c. 
fabri-caL as!'emb. & repair. oc.cs: wood products .. n.e.c.. 
flibric.at. .ass.cmb. i. & r. occs.: electric. electron. & rd. equip. 
bbricat. asscmb. n:p2ir". occs: text. fur & kat h. prod. n.e.c. 
f.um machiJ')Cry oper:a1ors & cus.tom opc:nttors 
f41rm m:tnagerncnt occs... 
f2rm workers 
farmers 
filing. grinding. buffing. ckan~ & polish. occs. n.c~C­
filtei-ing. straining & s-eparating occs: chc:m. &. ret mater. 
fin:omcial management oc.cs. 
fine arts school teachers 
fire fighting occ•. 
fish canning. curing & packing occs.. 
fishermen: net. tr.ap & line 
fh.hing. hunting. tnpping & reL OCC~- n.e.c.. 
fiour & p-ain milling occs. 
food & bev. prep. & rd. service: occs. n.c::.c. 
food. bc:v. & rcL procc::ss. occs. n.e.c. 
foremen: .~~oir transport op. occs. 
foremen: chcms. petrol. rubber. pbst. & rei. mater. proc. occs. 
foremen: clay glass&:. stone & reL mater. machining occs. 
foremen: clay glass & stone process. forming & rd. occs. 
foremen: eL pow.light. & w1re commun. equip. crcc. i. & r. occs. 
foremen: dectr. & rd. commun. equip. op. occs •• n.e.c. 
foremen: cx.ca,.'2ting. gr4ding. paving & rd. occs. 
foremen: fabricat. & .asse:nb. occs. metal products. n.e.c. 
foremen: fabricat. assem. & repair_ occs: text. fur & Jeath. prod. 
foremen: fabricat. as~mb. i. & r. occs. d. electron. rd. equip. 
foremen: fabricat. ass.c:mbl. & repair. occ~: ""'ood products 
foremen: food. bcv. & rei. process. occs. 
foremen: fore!>try & logging occs_ 
foremen: materiab handling & rd. occs. n.c.c. 
foremen: mcch:an~s & tepairmcn ex.c. clcctricaJ 
foremen: mci4l fT'UIChinin& occs. 
foremen: met:af process. & rd. occs.. 
foremen: metal s-haping&. forming occs. exc. machinin& 
foremen: mineral ore treating occs. 
foremen: mining & qu41rrying incl. oil & g;.:sfidd occs. 
foremen: motor tr;;,.nsp. operating occs. 
foremen: oth. construction trades occs. 
foremen: oth. crafts & equip. operating occs. n.e .. c. 
foremen: oth. machining & reL occs. n.e~C. 
foremen: oth. process. occs. 
foremen: oth. tr•nsp. &. reT._ equ-ip. operating occs.. 
foremen: other f2rming. hor1icult. &. 2nim:al husbandry occs. 
foremen~ printing & rc:L occs. 
foremen: product fabric. assc:m. & rep2ir. occs. n.e.c. 
foremen: pulp & p:aperrnaking & reL occs. 
foremen: n.ilway transport Opeldting occs. 
foremen: stli.tionary engine&. utiL equip. opc~t. & reL occs.. 
fon:mcn: textile process. occs.. 
foremen: wood m4Chining occs .. 
foremen: wood process. occs. cxc. pulp & potpcrmaking 
foremen: f:.~bric. 25st:m. repair. occs. rubb. plas. & oth. rcL prod. 
forestry & Jogging occs. n.c-C:.. 
forestry conserv. occs.. 
forging. occs. 
forming. occs: clay. gl~ss & stone 
fruit & vcget. C3 nnins. pre sen· .. & p:acbg. 0""'-CS.. 
funeral director!> embalmers. & rd. occs. 
furn.accmcn & kilnmen: day. glass & Slone 
furriers 
ten. mgrs. & oth. senior officials 
gen. office clerks 
geologists 
gbzK:rs 
government administrators 
z:u.ards & watchmen 
£Uides 
health diagnosing & tre2.ting oca. n.e.c .. 
hide & pelt p<OC. OCC$. 
hoistins occs. n.e.c. 
hostcs~s & stcw::~.r-ds. cxc. food&. bev. 
hotel clerks 
hunting. trapping & rd. occs_ 
i.t.g. & s. occs ... construe •• cxc. electrical 
i.t.s. & s. occs .• pulp&. paper-r=king 
i.t.g. & s. occs.. n.e.c.. 
it.~;. & s. occ.s.. wood process. ex c. puJp & p•pe:rmaldng 
-~ i.t.g. & s. occs: cby. gbss & stone machining 
!-t.g. &.. s. occs: cla~. zlass ~stone proc~ss. & rormina 
!.t.g. & s. occs: cqutp. rep;ur c.x.c. e.kctrical 
J.t.g. & s. occ:s.: fabnc. a.ssem. metal prod. n.e.c.. 
i..t.g. & s. occs.: fabricat. asKmb. &. repair: wood prod. 
Soder 
economic 
index 
23.0774 
29.8589 
34.5173 
41.8162 
38.75-43 
29.&278 
32.71&8 
31.3242 
24.83n 
34.8363 
23.2252 
26.2011 
27.9879 
24.2541 
23.0227 
32.9927 
42.3316 
68.2250 
. 55.4545 
50.9583 
18.2394 
18.6296 
n.7447 
28.9914 
27.5225 
32.2390 
61.7911 
.57.0673 
44.4470 
~7.0419 
56.0063 
65.5&87 
38.9193 
5-4.2590 
42.7460 
55.8867 
41.6081 
45.9770 
38.0623 
43.8969 
45.0002 
52.1729 
51.4055 
47.4094 
53.8963 
49.9946 
40.9698 
42.4216 
59.1308 
46.65S6 
46.5696 
54.5601 
35.8990 
52.9503 
47.9736 
52.4163 
50.4002 
53.4982 
44.7037 
40.2551 
40.U19 
49.0253 
19.3280 
31.8739 
33.&4S7 
31.2890 
26.4676 
51.3475 
32.9690 
24.9863 
66.695& 
46.4416 
69.2159 
31.5716 
68.6724 
28.7070 
28.2021 
57.1236 
25.6631 
37.8511 
-41.1612 
30.0380 
14.3963 
49.1070 
55.5251 
47.0743 
32.53n 
29.2692 
39.9696 
44.5760 
45.5382 
19.7729 
Rank 
479 
396 
339 
251 
292 
397 
359 
380 
463 
334 
477 
451 
425 
472 
480 
355 
248 
33 
123 
!57 
499 
498 
482 
410 
428 
367 
72 
108 
ns 
200 
117 
52 
290 
132 
245 
118 
254 
211 
304 
236 
221 
151 
15-4 
197 
136 
168 
267 
247 
92 
204 
206 
130 
321 
142 
192 
145 
163 
138 
226 
I76 
2n 
182 
496 
375 
346 
381 
450 
155 
3S6 
461 
44 
208 
25 
3n 
31 
417 
421 
107 
4.57 
306 
261 
393 
500 
179 
121 
199 
362 
4(]7 
279 
7Z1 
216 
<194 
- A24 -
Occupational 
classification 
number 
Occupational 
classification 
8226 
8396 
8316 
8146 
~336 
8!16 
8296 
8596 
8276 
8356 
8176 
8536 
8736 
8566 
8576 
8523 
8584 
2145 
1116 
1176 
2797 
8786 
.5171 
4!35 
6191 
8591 
2341 
8271 
9918 
9921 
9926 
9925 
9924 
9923 
9922-
6162 
2343 
2351 
4161 
4169 
2135 
9131 
7517 
7516 
9313 
8315 
8313 
;4173 
4172 
1132 
1145 
1147 
1131 
6131 
8592 
4159 
9319 
9315 
2181 
2147 
8589 
3156 
8115 
1111 
41TI 
8141 
8133 
8319 
81~9 
8135 
8339 
8399 
8131 
2151 
8334 
2114 
8223 
8551 
8119 
TII9 
TII7 
2153 
2511 
8161 
8113 
9557 
9179 
8513 
8581 -
9193 
8573 
8!37 
3332 
i.t.g. & •- occo: food. bcv. & rd. process. 
Lt.g. & s.. occi.: m:.ichining n.c.c. 
i.t.g. & s. occr.: metal machinin.£ 
i.Lg. &. s. oc:cs.: mct;;sl proccssifli 
i.L,&. & s:occs: metal shaping & forming~ e~c. machinin.& 
i.t.g. & s. occs: mineral ore trcatin.s. 
Lt.g. & s.occs: process.in.s. n.c.e:. 
Lt.g. & s. occs: product f~bricat. assc:mb. & repair. n.c.c. 
i.t.~. & s. occs: textile processing 
i.Lg./.:.. s. occs.: wood machining 
i.t.f;. & s. occs: chem. petroL rubber .. flast. & rcl. m:atcr. proc. 
i.t.g. & 1-. occs: f.otbric. Bss.em. i. & r. e. electron. & rd. equip. 
!.t.g. & !.. occs: c:L pow. ii,ght. & wire co_mmun. equip. crcc. 1. & r. 
u.s. & s. occs: f.abr. ~ts!lol:m. & rep. text1k. fur & )c4111h. prod. 
i.t.g. & s. occs: fabric. asscm. & repair. rubb. plast. & rcl. prod. 
in d. farm con st. & oth. mech. cqui. & m:otch. f.abr. & lt!.~m. occs.. nee 
indus. farm&. construe. machinery mechanics & rcp:i!irmen 
industrial cnpinec::rs 
in~pcctors & regulatory officers govt. 
inspectors & rcgul~tory officers non-govt. 
ins1roelors &. training officers n.c.c.. 
ins.ul~ting oc.cs. construction 
insurance salesmen & aEents 
insur.ancc. b2nk & oth. finance cJ.crks 
j;Jnitors. ch.arworkcrs & cle:ilncrs . 
jewellery & si1Ycn-.·are fa b. as~m. & repair. OCCL 
ju~g~s & m3gistrates 
knuung occs. 
labourers. n.c:.c... 
l:abourers. manufacturing 
labourers. other industries 
labourers. pubiic 41dmini5tr:ation & defence 
1a bourcrs. service 
labourcrs.tnw:i-e 
~l:x..,urcrs. tr4insportation & communic2tion 
laundcrin£ & dry cleaning occs. 
l.awycrs & notaries 
librarians & archivists 
Jibr41.ry & fik clerks 
libr4ll)'. fik & corr. clcrks & ret occs. n.c:.c. 
life ~icnccs tcchnolo,giS1s & technic. 
locomotive engineers & firemen 
log hoisting. soning. moving & rd. occs. 
Jog inspect. grad_ scaling & rd. occs. 
longshoremen. stevedores & freight h:andicrs 
rruschinc: tool operating occs... 
machinist & m.n.chinc tool ~tting-up occs. 
mail & posial clerks 
m2 il carriers 
m:omagemcnt occs .. soc. s..cicnccs & rc:J. fidd~ 
man.a.gcmcnt occs. con!>truc. operations 
rnan.a,Eemcnt occs. transport & communi.c:nions operations 
managers. sci. & en,gine-ering 
man.:agers: hoteL motel & oth. accom. 
marine craft f.abricat. 2!1~mb. & repair. occs. 
m_;j,tcrial recording. scheduling & dtstrib. occs. n.c.c. 
materials b4indling & ret occs. n.c.c. 
m,alcri.;.b }' • .;mdling e9_uip. operators n.c.c. 
m2thcm.oni.cU!ns. s.tattslicians & ~ctuaries 
me-c~nicaJ cnEineers 
mech2nlcs &. repairmen cxc. electricaL n.e.c. 
mcdica1l.3b. tcchnolosis.ts. & technic. 
melt ins & roasting occs: mineral cres 
members ofktis. bodies 
ID'CS5-engers 
metal extruding & dr.n·•··ing occs. 
metal heat tre:oat ing occs. 
mct:al machining occs. n.e.c. 
metal process. & rd. occs~ n.e.c. 
metal rollin£ occs. 
metal shaping & forminE occs. cJtc. machining. n.c.c. 
mer::al shaping & other rr....chining &. rd. oc:c. n.c.c. 
metal smelt. converting & refining furnacemen 
mct2llurJ?ic.il engineers 
metal\lo."'O"ldng-machinc operators. n.e.c. 
meteorologists 
milX. process. occs... 
milliners. hat & c:ap nukc::rs 
mineral ore treating occs. n.c.e. 
mining & qU3rrying incl. oil & .s:as field occs. n.e.c. 
mining & quarrying: cutting. h•ndlin.;: & loading occs... 
mining cnginecn. 
minis.tcn of religion 
mixing & b+cnding occs.. chcmic:tls &. rd. matcri.ls 
mix~ng. ~r.ilfing. !ihc_rin$ & rd. occs. miner2l ores 
mot tOn pldurc~ pro)CCHonrsts 
motor tr:.ansport opcn.ting occs. n.c.c.. 
motoc -vchick fabric•t. & a..ss.cmb. occs... n.e.e-
rnotor vehicle mechanics&- repairmen 
motormen &<iinkeymen. cxc. 141il transp. 
moulding occs. rubb. pl4st. & rei. prod. 
moulding.corelT'~'k.ing & mct:oo.J casting occs. 
musicgns 
Socio-
economic 
index Rank 
39.0159 288 
39.8583 280 
4.5.!924 219 
48.3808 188 
46.4617 207 
47.8694 193 
36.9336 31.5 
3S.6001 293 
27.4283 -429 
24.6923 465 
.52.o4039 146 
~8.8063 183 
59.56.54 89 
27.6826 426 
.4{).9796 266 
33.2208 352 
41.4781 256 
67.1195 39 
59.7212 88 
.54.2791 131 
56.3952 116 
34.7941 335 
57.7196 102 
-49.6863 173 
24.978.4 -462 
32.5292 363 
72.0631 12 
22.0573 486 
27.6005 427 
29.0274 409 
26J!l78 4.4{) 
25.6058 459 
26.5015 4-48 
26.7645 442 
28.6236 419 
24.2647 471 
72.7302 9 
6J.S705 70 
45.5TI5 215 
.54.6357 129 
55.3551 126 
46.3239 209 
30.32.4{) 390 
39.2284 284 
32.4366 365 
37.6640 310 
41.9239 250 
48.0802 191 
4J.TI37 252 
66.8855 43 
55.4962 122 
60.9983 79 
74.4373 4· 
39.0288 2S7 
33.3758 350 
39.8265 282 
32.5434 361 
31.9098 373 
66.9806 41 
675427 36 
37.6721 309 
56.8694 Ill 
<12.0305 249 
56.8551 112 
30.1310 391 
3lU482 303 
38.9896 289 
29.38S7 406 
35.0812 332 
<11.0819 262 
36.2515 320 
.4{).5645 271 
39.4135 283 
71.6364 16 
31.628.4 376 
72.8036 - 8 
30.9UO 385 
20.6313 490 
-42.5039 2-46 
-40.6229 270 
34.3501 341 
68.7107 29 
50.4228 162 
36.6975 317 
43.8922 237 
-43.2204 241 
39.8416 281 
34.7114 336 
32.8137 358 
37.8323 307 
3J.OSS7 384 
32.6249 360 
-43.3157 2-40 
- A25 
Occiiparional 
classification 
number 
OccupaTional 
classification 
5143 
2157 
2513 
7195 
3133 
3131 
3135 
3134 
3139 
3319 
8298 
7518 
8278 
6198 
8718 
9318 
8258 
8118 
8148 
9518 
2349 
2359 
6139 
2189 
3339 
2119 
2519 
2339 
2319 
3379 
2333 
1179 
8798 
8158 
8528 
8548 
7718 
8178 
8578 
8228 
8598 
8738 
8538 
8238 
8568 
3359 
4141 
1119 
3153 
3117 
4199 
8799 
9599 
8529 
7199 
2169 
3159 
2399 
9919 
8299 
8599 
6117 
7713 
6199 
2799 
9199 
1149 
1154 
1152 
1151 
1153 
1158 
1157 
1156 
1155 
5199 
9317 
8785 
3311 
8595 
8593 
8253 
8551 
8395 
8713 
6149 
1136 
1174 
4195 
2154 
3151 
9515 
3315 
ncw,.OOys 
nucicar cngincc:n 
nuns&. brothers (w) n.o..r. 
nurs.c:ry & reL work.en. 
nur~s-in-trc1ining 
nur~s. gr2od. cxc. supervi!ioO!'s 
nursing .&ides & orderlies 
nursing assistants 
nursing. therapy & rei. 2.5:sisL occ::s. n.c.c. 
occs in fine & commerc. art. photog. & rd. fields n.e.c... 
occs.. in bb. & oth. c.lc:m. "WOrk. oth. proccs.s.. 
occs. in bb. & oth. c:lem. worlc forestry & logging 
occs. in I. b. & oth. dem. ""'orlc: text. process. 
occs. in lab. & oth. de men. work: services 
occs. in lab. & oth. elcmen. work: c:xc:avaL grading& paving 
occs. in l:tt.bour. & oth. dcmcnu.1 work.. mater. ~ndling 
occs. in bbour. & oth. dcmentaJ work.. pulp & paperm:aking 
occs. in bbouring & oth. c:lc:ment. work. mtner:al ore treat. 
occs. in l.:abouring & oth. de mental work. metal process. 
occs. in labouring&. oth. ckmental work. print. & rcL n.c.c. 
occs. in bw&jurispru. n.e-c. 
occs. in Jibr.a.ry. mus.eum & archival sK:s. n.e.c. 
occs. in Jogging & oth. :...ccomm. n.c.c. 
occs. in math. srats .• systems anal. & rd. fields n.c.c. 
occs. in pcrformin$ & :audio--visual ans. n.c.c~ 
OCCS. in ph:rs:icaJ SICS. n.C~C. 
occs. in rd 1gion .. n.e.c. 
occs. in soc. work & rd. fields n.e.c. 
occs. in social sciences n.c.c. 
occs. in sport &. n:creation. n.c..c. 
occs. in 'WClfarc & commun. s-ervices 
occs. rd. to management&.. administration n.e.c. 
occs: lab. & oth. elcm. work. oth. constr. tr.~~des 
occs: l2b. & oth. clc:m. work:: de1y. gl::ass. stone proc. & forming 
occs: lab.&. oth. dem. work.: fabric. & ass.em. metal prod. nee. 
occs: lab. & oth. clcm. work: f.abric. ass-em. & rcp4ir. wood prod 
occs: lab. & oth. c:lcm. work. mining & quarry. -inc. oil & gas fields 
occs: lab. & oth. clcm. work: chcm. pctr. rub. plas. & rd. mat. proc 
occs: lab. & oth. dem. work: fa b. as~cm. rep. rub. plas. & rd. prod 
occs: lab. & oth. clcm. work: food. bev. & rei. proc. 
occs: lab: & oth. ckm. work: prod. fab_asscm. & rep2:r. n.c.c. 
occs: lab. & oth. dem. wrk: eL pow: light. & wir. comm. c=qu. cr. i & r 
occs: lab. & oth. c:Iem. wrk: fa b. ass. i & r. el. electron. & rei. cqui 
occs: lab. & oth. ckm. wrlc wood proc. el.c. pulp & p:apcrma'k.ing 
occs: lab. oth. clem. wrk: f.iolb. ass.&. rep. text.. fur & Ieath_ prod. 
occupations in writing n.e.c. 
office machine operators 
officials & adminstraton. unique to govt .• n.e.c. 
optometrists 
osteopaths & chiroprae1ors 
oth. clerical & rd. occs. n.c.c.. 
oth. construe. trades. occs. n.e.c. 
oth. cr.:~frs & equip. opc:i~ting occs. n.e.c. 
oth. fabricat. & :a~3-Cmb. occ~. met~ I products. n.e.c. 
oth. farming. horticult. & 41nimal hu~bandry occs. n.e.c. 
oth. occs. in architec. & engin-eering~ n.c.c. 
oth. occs. in medicine: & l'H::4tlth n.e.c. 
oth. occs. in soc. scis. &. rd. fields n.e.c. 
oth. occs. n.e.c. 
oth. prOoCcss. occs. n.c.c. 
oth. prod. f~bricat. zssc:mb. & repair. occs. n.c.c. 
oth. ranks. armed forces 
oth. rock & soil--drilling oca.. 
oth. ~rvice occs. n.c.c. 
oth. te:aching & rd. occs. n.c..c.. 
oth. tnnsp. & rd. equip. operating occs. n.c.c. 
other m;anazcrs & adm.nistr•1ors. n.e.c. 
other managers. construction 
other m;.~.n.gers. dur..blc: good manufacture 
other m4inagers. mines & oil -ells 
other managers. non-durable $oods rn4nufacturc 
other m.an.dgcrs. othc:r iodustnes. 
other managers. ~crvice 
other m.a~gcrs. trade 
other m.an<!gcrs. tran~pon.ation & communK:ation 
other s;.!~s occs. n.e.c. 
packaging occs. n.e.c. 
painters. p4ipcrhangcrs & ret. occs. 
painters. sculptors &. rd. :.trtists 
painting & dccor:a.ting occs. cxc. construe. 
paper produ...'"'t f:.tbricat. & as:l.Cmb. occs. 
papcrm2\.ing & finishins occ:s.. 
patlernm::aL. marking & cutting oc:cs: text ... fur & lcath. p!"od. 
pattcrnm::a\:crs & mouldmaKcrs. n.c:.c. 
paving. surf:acing & rcl. occs. 
pc:r~onal $-Ctvice occs. n.c.c. 
personnel & indus. rclalion~ mgmnt occs. 
personnel & rd. officers 
pc:rsonnc:I clerks 
pctroleum enginec:rs 
ph:arrnacists 
photoengravers & rel. occs. 
photogr»phers & c:ameumen 
Socio-
economic 
index Rank 
19.2430 4'17 
7~.7182 2 
46.6069 205 
28.01~ 423 
49.8921 170 
51.3173 1.56 
32.2890 366 
36.5.502 318 
38.2307 301 
45.9m 212 
25.6716 455 
24.8347 ~ 
20.7319 489 
26.5539 446 
23.9854 474 
29.9291 395 
36.7853 316 
37.7532 :;os 
3<1.8435 333 
3<1.6923 337 
52.6475 143 
44.7284 225 
26.5112 447 
57.2225 106 
40.5122 272 
49.0506 181 
35.7054 323 
54.0327 134 
60.9556 80 
22.2337 484 
49.2108 178 
64.7042 56 
27.0100 437 
25.8264 454 
27.2044 433 
22.1647 485 
33.2949 351 
34.0719 345 
29.7354 400 
25.9034 453 
28.7094 416 
33.0574 354 
28.7140 415 
26.0082 452 
21.8708 487 
66.2099 47 
44.3225 231 
58.8662 ~ 
74.2831 5 
71.2672 17 
48.73&7 184 
31.3978 379 
44.1848 23<1 
3<1.1891 343 
29.6735 401 
40A515 273 
44.7832 224 
57.9668 100 
34.1703 344 
27.4241 430 
32.1822 369 
43.1314 242 
35.5183 325 
29.6090 403 
55.4().11 125 
26.6524 445 
63.9995 62 
58.4063 98 
66.3'179 46 
68.6711 31 
64.64().1 57 
65.2116 53 
64.8013 55 
58.8655 95 
64.3958 60 
44.1485 235 
31.1612 382 
28.8448 412 
39.0343 286 
30.3390 389 
35.2914 329 
46.9033 201 
27.3972 431 
47.2699 198 
25.61'17 .C58 
30.1133 392 
63.1203 63 
65.7001 51 
56.~1 110 
69.7069 21 
72.1743 II 
49.8940 169 
"'9..:5214 175 
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Occuparioncrl 
,-/assijicarion 
numbt:r 
Occupational 
classification 
9~91 
2117 
31 II 
2113 
3137 
9111 
&791 
8355 
8784 
8143 
8233 
6112 
6113 
2793 
1115 
9531 
8527 
MBB 
6165 
9514 
9519 
9512 
3330 
3313 
4151 
1143 
6119 
2315 
8259 
1175 
1141 
9551 
E537 
3337 
3155 
8583 
8715 
9139 
9135 
5172 
4179 
4171 
3371 
8167 
8787 
7711 
1137 
5137 
5149 
5179 
5135 
5173 
8231 
2733 
4111 
8153 
5145 
1142 
8563 
8333 
4153 
8561 
8215 
6135 
2331 
2313 
9555 
9539 
4137 
9513 
4155 
5141 
8793 
9191 
8225 
9910 
4140 
2160 
6160 
4130 
6120 
4160 
41~ 
3130 
23.50 
6130 
4190 
5190 
6190 
4]70 
5130 
5170 
4110 
pholOfro,sphic process.. occs. 
physical scis. tcchnolog'tsu & lcchnicians 
phyr.ici.ns &. ~ur,geons 
physicists 
physiotherapists. occup. & oth. therapists 
piloa. navigators. & fii.ght cnsinecrs 
pipcfinin&. plumbing & rd. occs. 
pt~ning. turning. s~pins & rd. wood machin. occs.. 
pla~tcrcrs & TeL occ:s. 
plating. metal spr2yjng. & rd. occs. 
plywood m.<skin_g & rcL occs. 
policemen & dc:tectives..goVL 
po1iccmen & investigator .. priv. 
post-sccond.ary schooltCJ:Jchcrs. n.e.c .. 
postmasters 
po""'cr stat ion opcratou 
precis. instrum. & rd. equip. f~bricat. & 25-~m. occs.. n.c:.c. 
precis. instrument mechamcs & repairmen 
pressing occs. 
printers. engravers c:~c. photoengravers 
printing & reL occs. n.C:-C-
printing press occs. 
producers & directors. performing & audio-visual arts 
product & interior designers 
prodiJClion clerks 
production management occs. 
protec. ~crvice occs. n.c.C-
p>ychologists 
pulp & papermaking & rei. occs. n.e.c. 
pure h. officers & buyers. c:xc. whoks.alc & ret3TI trade 
purchasing managcm.ent occs. 
r.ldio & t.v. broodcaSlin~ equip. operators 
r:adio & t.v. service rcpa1rmcn 
r.tdio & television .announcers 
ndtologial technologists & technicians 
r:ail transp. equip. mechanics& rcpainnen 
n.il'W·ay ~ctionmen &. tr6Ckmen 
railw.ay transp. opcr.~.tin~ occs. n.c.c. 
Jdilw.ay transport op<~tmg suppon occs. 
relf1 est:a.tc salesmen 
rcccp .• info .• mail & mes~sc distrib. occs. n.e.c. 
receptionists & info. clerks 
referees & rei. officials 
ro.as1ing. cooking& drying occs . .chemicals & rd. matcri41S 
roofins,. waterproofing & rcJ. occs. 
rot:<!ry welldrillin,E & rd. occs. 
!o-alc:S & ad. man.4!.gt"ment occs. 
sak~ clerks. commodities 
.s.otks occs: commoditH:s. n.c.c. 
s:aks occs: services.. n.c..c. 
~ks.mcn & !.::llcspc:rsons commodities. n.c.c. 
saksmen & traders. s.ccuriltcs 
s,a ...... mill S3wyers & rei. Occs. 
s-econdary school teachers 
s.ccrct:uies & stenos_ 
scparat .• ,grind .• crush. & mjxing: occs: cby. gbs.s & ston-e 
service station attcnd:ot.nts 
services m;anagcment occs... 
sewing m.o=~chinc opcr2.tors. text. & 1-imilar maL 
:sheet metal ...... orkcrs 
shipping & rcceivinf cJ.:rks 
shoemalcin.s & rcp;o1r. occs.. 
sbughtering & meat cutting. anning. curing & pad: .. occs. 
skcping-car & bau:osc pon er>. & bellmen 
soci.J workcu 
sociologists. anthropo~tsts & rd. soc. scicnrists 
sound recording & reprodvction equip. opcr.uors 
slationary engine & utii. equip. opcr2tin;g & rd. occs. n.c.c. 
stats. clerks 
-s:tcrcotypcrs &. clcctrO(ypef'S 
stock ckrks & rd. occs. 
suect vendors & door-to-dOOf" s.llksmcn 
siructural metal erectors 
subw.ay & strcctr:a.ilW;a;y opcr.lling occs.. 
sugar process. & rd. occs. 
supervisors&. foremen~ n.e.c. 
supervisors office m:achinc: & c:d~P- equipment Opcr.ators 
$Upcrvi~n. o;:h. occs... in 1rchitccturc & cnginccrin& 
supcrvi~rs: apparel & furnishinE service occs. 
supc:rvis.or.s: "bookkeeping.ll.cct.~rccordin~ & rd. occs.. 
:s.upcrvi!>-Ors: food & ]xv_ prep. & rel. serVICe occs.. 
:sup-ervisOrs.: libr •• fik & corr. clerks & rd. occs.. 
~upcrvi:5-ors:m<~tcrial recording. schcdulinE & distrib. occ1. 
:5-upervisors: nursing occs.. 
supervisors: occs. in Jibr. museum & archiv. scis.. 
supervisors: occs. in lodg.inb & other t~ccom.. 
supervisor-s: oth. clerical & rd. occs. n.e.c. 
$-Upcrvisors: oth. $ales occs... 
-·supervisors: oth.. service oca... 
supervisors: recep. info. mail & mess.agc distrib. occs... 
supervisor-s: s.aks occs ... commodities 
supervisors: sales occs.... s.crviccs 
.s.upervison: ~tcno. & typin! occ:s... 
Socio-
economic 
index 
44.8545 
60.4386 
7~.2246 
68.7922 
53.5215 
67.8389 
37.6162 
25.6634 
30.47~9 
33.6194 
32.4753 
60.1046 
~5.6711 
69.2577 
49.1020 
54.8191 
38.2462 
57.8979 
20.5893 
50.3028 
37.0982 
41.5833 
67.0394 
53.0155 
50.4406 
62.7272 
41.0713 
62.2645 
~1.4186 
60.7041 
61.8599 
56.5194 
~3.0365 
58.3342 
58.7227 
39.0343 
24.0700 
30.6828 
44.4045 
.50.0692 
42.7816 
40.6897 
38.5612 
36.3204 
26.9817 
41.0808 
65.1050 
38.3541 
41.4111 
52.4014 
43.7909 
59.7802 
26.9558 
71.7725 
52.4455 
27-3214 
29.6593 
57.9985 
23.2175 
37.6528 
34.4410 
19.9182 
31.1280 
28.8280 
61.6410 
60.5728 
58.8836 
41.3749 
51.5852 
45.3223 
38..5252 
32.0964 
35.&482 
44.3000 
35.3198 
46.22:I7 
. 68.6739 
67.1897 
403394 
61.4871 
37.2441 
64.1414 
~9.6442 
57.0085 
62.1512 
35.6811 
61-3559 
47.4196 
38.2848 
56.6130 
47.6628 
61.5618 
56.8004 
Rank 
223 
84 
6 
27 
137 
35 
312 
456 
387 
348 
364 
85 
213 
24 
180 
128 
300 
101 
491 
164 
314 
255 
40 
141 
161 
65 
265 
67 
257 
82 
71 
115 
243 
97 
96 
285 
473 
386 
229 
167 
244 
269 
295 
319 
438 
263 
54 
297 
258 
148 
.:139 
86 
439 
15 
144 
432 
402 
99 
478 
311 
340 
493 
383 
~13 
7• 
83 
93 
2:59 
152 
218 
296 
372 
322 
232 
328 
210 
30 
38 
275 
76 
313 
61 
174 
109 
68 
324 
77 
196 
298 
114 
195 
75 
1!3 
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Occupational 
classification 
number 
Occupational 
classification 
2161 
2183 
8.553 
9173 
2795 
2353 
5131 
9553 
4175 
4133 
8273 
8261 
8275 
8279 
8263 
8267 
8265 
7513 
8293 
8311 
3355 
4193 
9175 
9511 
4113 
2711 
2719 
8562 
3115 
6125 
8587 
9159 
4157 
8335 
8735 
8359 
8351 
8239 
8357 
8353 
8235 
3352 
2139 
surveyors 
sysicms :~ruly:s.ts & comput. progr11mmers & rei. occs.. 
u.ilors & dres!>ma'kers 
uxi drivers & chauffeurs 
tc3chcrs of c.xcep. students n.e.c. 
· technic. in Jibr.ary. mus.cum & :archival scis... 
technical salesmen & rd. a.dvisc:rs 
telegraph operators 
telephone open. ton 
tclkrs & cashiers 
tcx.tile blc-3ching & dycjng occs. 
textile fibre prcpar. occs. 
textile finishing & cakndcrin,g occs.... 
tcxrilc process. occs. 
textile spinning & twisting occs. 
textile wc~ving occs. 
textile winding & reding occs. 
timber cutting & rc:l. occs.. 
tobacco process. occs. 
tool & die maKing operations 
transl2tors &. interpreters 
trave1 clerks. ticket. station. & freight agents 
truck drivers 
ty~s.encrs & compositors 
typists & clerk typists 
univ. teachers 
univ. teaching & reL occs. n.e.c. 
upholsterers 
vcterinari:ans 
waiters. hostess-es & stc\oloo'R.J"ds. food & bcv. 
watch & clock repairmen 
water transp. operating occs. n.e.c. 
weighers 
welding & flame cutting occs. 
wire commun. & rc:L equip. i. & r. occs. 
""·ood machining occs. n.c:.C-
wood p4ttcrnm.sking occs.. 
~ood process. occs.. cxc. pulp & paperm:a1::ing. n.c.c. 
wood s:anding occs. 
wood !tawing & ret. occs: c:xc. sawmil1 
wood treating occs. 
"""riTcrs & editors 
occs. in life sciences. n.e.c. 
Socio-
economic 
index 
54.1410 
68.7215 
24.2752 
26.6796 
53.2098 
44.4040 
64.4944 
50.9492 
38.2805 
40.4164 
24.4136 
19.6522 
23.4167 
24.3613 
22.5059 
21.7177 
24.4378 
22.8047 
34.2377 
52.4026 
61.6940 
55.0394 
29.7365 
45.0035 
45.4804 
72.2955 
52.2331 
27.1699 
73.4877 
28.0074 
40.0036 
35.3916 
35.2532 
35.1540 
59.3464 
28.8047 
48.4971 
29.5722 
20.3135 
23.6649 
}-4.6748 
62.8184 
52.3517 
Rank 
133 
28 
470 
444 
139 
230 
58 
!58 
299 
274 
46S 
495 
476 
469 
483 
488 
467 
481 
342 
147 
73 
127 
399 
220 
217 
10 
150 
434 
7 
424 
278 
327 
330 
331 
90 
414 
187 
404 
492 
475 
338 
64 
149 
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CCDO - Canadian Classification and Dictionary of Occupations 
This systematic classification of all occupations of the 
1971 working population is comprised of: 23 major groups, 
81 minor groups, and 498 unit groups. Over 14,300 occupational 
titles have been classified into this overall structure. 
Major groups are the highest level of aggregation representing 
broad fields of work. Each major group is given a two-digit 
code (e.g. 61: Service Occupations). 
Within each major group are a variable number of minor 
groups of occupations comprising a second level of aggregation. 
Minor groups apparently follow aggregation along ''industrial" 
(broadly defined) lines. Each minor group is given a three-digit 
code which includes the two-digit major gro~p code (e.g. 612: 
Food and Beverage Preparation and Related Service Occupations). 
Unit groups constitute the third level of aggregation. Unit 
groups identify major occupations within minor group "industries". 
-A four-digit code is give-n to each unit group which includes 
both the major and minor group codes (e.g. 6121: Chefs and Cooks). 
The final, and most discrete, level of aggregation is 
individual occupations. These are 11 Unique" occupational titles 
within various occupations (unit groups). Individual occupations 
are given a seven-digit code which includes the four-digit code 
identifying the above levels of aggregation (e.g. 6121:110: 
specialist chef). 
In addition, the CCDO provides a one paragraph descr~ption 
of the occupational duties for each individual occupation. 
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Analyses in this study make use of the 23 major occupational 
groups only. Moreover, due to the numbers of observations 
available some additional grouping was undertaken. Table C-2 
provides a listing of the groups used in the study and their 
relationship to the CCDO 23 major groups. 
Group 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10" 
TABLE C-2 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS USED IN THE STUDY 
Description 
Managerial, Adminlstrative 
Occupations in Natural or 
Biological Science 
Occupations in Social Service 
Occupations in Arts, Sports or 
Entertainment Fields 
Sales, Service and Clerical 
Occupations 
Occupations in Primary Economic 
Activities 
Occupations in Manufacturing and 
Processing 
Construction Occupations 
Transportation, Communications and 
Materials Handling Occupations 
Not Classifiable 
CCDO t~ajor 
Groups Number 
11 
21' 31 
23' 25' 27 
33, 37 
41' 51' 61 
71' 73, 75, 77 
81/82, 83, 85 
87 
-91 ' 93' 95 
99 
):::t 
0. 
0. ):::t 
..... 
-o 
c+ -o 
..... fT1 
0 :z: 
::::s 0 
OJ ....... 
__, >< 
-1 0 OJ 
0"' 
__, 
ro 
Vl 
A) 
B) 
C) 
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Table A-1 
TESTS FOR INDEPENDENCE AMONG RESPONSE PATTERNS 
REASONS FOR MIGRATING TO WINNIPEG, NATIVE HOUSEHOLD 
HEADS, WINNIPEG, 1980 
Subgroups 2 ! 6df Significance 
Recent Migrants 
i) Males versus· Females 
Status Indians 13.84 o( >. 05 
Metis/Non-Status 20.03 o<.. >. 01 
Indians 
ii) Status versus Metis/ 
Non-Status Indians 
Males 4.36 ns 
Fema 1 es 4.99 ns 
Residual Household Heads 
i) Males versus Females 
Status Indians 31.91 o( /' .001 
Metis/Non-Status 54.21 o<:/.001 
Indians 
ii) Status versus Metis/ 
Non-Status Indians 
Males 4.90 ns 
Females 11.44 ns 
Recent Migrants versus Residual 
i) Status Indians 
Males 9.45 ns 
Females 7.03 ns 
ii) Metis/Non-Status 
Indians 
Males 5.02 ns 
Females 7.39 ns 
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Table A-2 
AGE, SEX, AND NATIVE GROUP COMPOSITION OF RECENT RETURN MIGRANTS 
NATIVE HOUSEHOLDS, WINNIPEG, 1980 
Age Group (years) 
Graue_ "25 25-44 45+ Total 
Status Indians 
Males 9 69 22 100 ( 46. 7) 
Females 19 87 8 114 (53.3) 
Total 28 156 30 214 (lbO.O) 
(13.1) (72.9) (14.0) (100.0) 
/ 
Metis/Non-Status Indians 
Males 24 55 ll 90 (53.6) 
Females 14 49 15 78 (46.4) 
Total 38 104 26 168 (100.0) 
(22.6) (61.9) (15.5) (100.0) 
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Table A-3 
RETURN MIGRANTS AS A PROPORTION OF ALL RECENT MIGRANTS 
NATIVE HOUSEHOLD HEADS, WINNIPEG, 1980 
Percentage 
Age Group (years) 
Group <25 25-44 45+ Total 
Status Indians 
Males 16.7 43.9 48.9 39. l 
Females 25.3 72.5 47. l 53.8 
-- --
Total 21.7 56.3 48.4 45.7 
Metis/Non-Status Indians 
Males 63.2 51.9 23.9 47.4 
Females 31.1 54.4 71.4 50.0 
Total 45.8 53.1 38.8 48.6 
Table A-4 
PRESENT AND PROJECTED POPULATION (TO 1985) OF STATUS INDIANS 
BY AGE GROUP AND SEX, WINNIPEG, MANITOBA 
Population Estimate Projected Change 1980-85 
1980 1985 Absolute Percent 
Age GrouQ Males Females Total Males Females Total Males Females Total Males Females Total 
)::> 
0-9 937 2,172 3,109 1,065 2,305 3,370 +128 +133 +261 +13.7 +6.1 +8.4 w +=:> 
10-14 390 593 983 770 1 , 196 1 ,966 +380 +603 +983 +97.4 +101 .7 +100.0 
15-19 248 '424 672 438 729 1 '167 +190 +305 +495 +76.6 +71 .9 +73.7 
20-44 769 1, 556 2,325 1 ,283 2,377 3,660 +514 +821 +1 ,335 +66.8 +52.8 +57.4 
45+ 330 502 832 370 667 1 ,037 +40 +165 +205 + 12., +32.9 +24.6 
TOTAL 2,674 5,247 7,921 3,926 7,274 11 ,200 +1 ,252 +2,027 +3, 151 +46.8 +38.6 +39.8 
Table A-5 
/ 
PRESENT AND PROJECTED POPULATION (TO 1985) OF METIS/.NON-STATUS 
INDIANS BY AGE GROUP AND SEX, WINNIPEG, MANITOBA 
Popul~tion Estimate Projected Change 1980-85 
1980 1985 Absolute Percent 
Age Group Males Females Total Males Females Total Males Females Total Males Females Total 
0-9 1 '726 2 '104 3,830 1 ,470 2,651 4 '121 -256 +547 +291 -14.8 +26.0 +7.6 
10-14 902 1 ,316 2,218 1 '1 05 1 ,572 2,677 +203 +256 +459 +22.5 +19.5 +20.7 
1 ,488 2,290 1 ,069 1 ,531 2,600 +267 +43 +310 +33.3 
)::> 
15-19 802 +2.9 +13.5 w (Jl 
20-44 2 '1 09 2,895 5,004 3,423 3,923 7,346 +1,314 + 1 ,028 +2,342 +62.3 +35.5 +46.8 
45+ 910 850 1 2 760 1 2056 1! 528 2,584 +146 +678 +824 +16.0 +79.8 +46.8 
TOTAL 6,449 8,653 15 '1 02 8 '123 11 ,205 19,328 +1,674 +2,552 +4,226 +26.0 +29.5 +28.0 
------------------ ----------+ 
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Table A-6 
UNEMPLOYMENT AND LABOUR FORCE PARTICPATION RATES 
BY SEX AND NATIVE GROUP, 
WINNIPEG, 1980 
Percent 
SubgrouQ_ UR* LFPR** 
-
Status 
Males 42.5 + 9.6 63.6 + 7.5 
Females 41.9 2:_.11.9 24.1 + 5.1 
Total 41.0 + 7.5 38.5 + 4.6 ,__ 
/ Metis/Non-Status Indians 
t~a 1 es 20.1 + 5.0 70.1 + 4.8 
-
Females 37.7 + 7.4 34.0 + 4.2 
-
Total 27.2 + 4.3 49.1 + 3.4 
-
TOTAL 31.5 + 3.8 45.5 + 2.7 
* Unemployment Rate 
** Labour Force Participation Rate 
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Table A-7 
UNEMPLOYMENT AND LABOUR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES BY SEX, 
NATIVE GROUP AND MIGRANT STATUS, 
NATIVE HOUSEHOLD HEADS~ WINNIPEG, 1980 
UR l LFPR2 
Subgroup Recent 3 Residual Recent Residual 
Status Indians 
Males 34.0 + 15.2 34.4 + 13.7 77.0 + 11.9 81.5 + 10.1 
Females 43.2 + 24.3 35.0 + 21.4 20.8 + 12.6 22.8 + 
Total 35.7 + 14.0 34.6 + 11.6 51.5 + 10.5 46.4 + 
Metis/Non-Status Indians 
Males 37.5 + 16.5 17.8 + 6.4 92.6 + 8.2 81.4 + 
-
Females 55.2 + 29.4 46.1 + 16.3 36.9 + 17.6 23.6 + 
-
Total 41.9 + 14.6 26.9 + 6.6 67.4 + 11.4 54.2 + 
l. Unemployment Rate. 
2. Labour Force Participation Rate. 
3. Recent Migrants defined according to length of time in city 
of household head. (i.e. ~36 months since last move to city) 
9.0 
8.2 
5.8 
6.8 
5.5 
